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CODIMENSION ONE PARTIALLY HYPERBOLIC
DIFFEOMORPHISMS WITH A UNIFORMLY COMPACT
CENTER FOLIATION
DORIS BOHNET
Abstract. We consider a partially hyperbolic C1-diffeomorphism f : M Ñ M
with a uniformly compact f -invariant center foliation Fc. We show that if the
unstable bundle is one-dimensional and oriented, then the holonomy of the
center foliation vanishes everywhere, the quotient space M{Fc of the center
foliation is a torus and f induces a hyperbolic automorphism on it, in partic-
ular, f is centrally transitive.
We actually obtain further interesting results without restrictions on the unsta-
ble, stable and center dimension: we prove a kind of spectral decomposition
for the chain recurrent set of the quotient dynamics, and we establish the
existence of a holonomy invariant family of measures on the unstable leaves
(Margulis measure).
1. Introduction
The aim of this article is a classification of partially hyperbolic systems with one-
dimensional unstable (or stable) direction under the additional assumption of a
uniformly compact center foliation. A C1-diffeomorphism f : M Ñ M is called
partially hyperbolic if there exists an invariant, non-trivial decomposition of the
tangent bundle
TM “ Es ‘ Ec ‘ Eu, dxfE
αpxq “ Eα pfpxqq , α “ s, c, u,
and if for every x P M and all unit vectors vs P Espxq, vu P Eupxq and vc P Ecpxq
it holds
}dxfpv
sq} ă }dxfpv
cq} ă }dxfpv
uq} , }dxfpv
sq} ă 1 ă }dxfpv
uq} .
The stable and unstable bundles Es and Eu are uniquely integrable to f -invariant
stable and unstable foliations Fs and Fu. By contrast, the center bundle Ec is in
general not uniquely or even weakly integrable (cf. [Wil98, HRHU10]). We assume
in the following that there exists a uniformly compact f -invariant center foliation
Fc everywhere tangent to the center bundle Ec where a foliation is called uniformly
compact if every leaf is a compact manifold and the leaf volume is bounded (see
Section 2).
Recall that every Anosov diffeomorphism with a one-dimensional unstable direction
is conjugate to a hyperbolic toral automorphism (see [Fra70, New70]). The hypo-
thesis of a compact center foliation allows us to recover (topological) hyperbolicity
for the induced dynamics on the quotient space of center leaves such that we can
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follow the lines of the classical result and show that the induced dynamics on the
quotient is actually conjugate to a hyperbolic toral diffeomorphism.
The difficulties arise at two places: first, the center holonomy may not be trivial so
that the induced dynamics is certainly not hyperbolic (see example in [BB12]), so
the first step is to show that the holonomy group is trivial (if the unstable bundle
is oriented). Second, the quotient space is a priori a topological manifold without a
differentiable structure and the induced dynamics is not differentiable, so we pass
usually to the manifold M whenever differentiability is needed for the arguments.
Important tools to circumvent these difficulties are the dynamical coherence for f
and the Shadowing Lemma for orbits of center leaves proved in [BB12] which allows
us to prove the central transitivity of f (if the unstable bundle is one-dimensional)
which quite directly implies the triviality of the center holonomy. Further, dy-
namical coherence means that center stable and center unstable foliations exist,
and they can be projected to stable and unstable (topological) foliations on the
quotient space.
Let us now state the main result of this article:
Theorem 1. Let f : M Ñ M be a partially hyperbolic C1-diffeomorphism on a
compact smooth connected manifold M . Assume that the center foliation Fc is an
f -invariant uniformly compact foliation.
If dimEu “ 1 and Eu is oriented, then the leaf space M{Fc is a torus Tq and the
dynamics F :M{Fc ÑM{Fc induced by f is topologically conjugate to an Anosov
automorphism on Tq where q “ codimFc.
The proof of Theorem 1 consists of three main steps:
1. Central transitivity: we show that under the assumptions above the diffeo-
morphism f has a center leaf whose orbit ist dense (Theorem 3).
2. Trivial holonomy: the center leaves have only trivial holonomy (Theorem 4).
3. Margulis measure on leaf space: we establish the existence of a Margulis
measure on the leaf space (Theorem 2).
Remark 1.1. If Eu is not oriented, then the partially hyperbolic diffeomorphism
f can be lifted to the orientation cover of Eu. The center stable foliation lifts cano-
nically to a transversely oriented codimension one foliation. Hence, the condition
of orientability is always fulfillable.
In fact, we establish the third step without restriction on the dimension of the
unstable bundle the existence of a Margulis measure, a family of measures whose
support lies on unstable leaves, so we state this result here in its full generality:
Theorem 2 (Existence of Margulis measure). Let f : M Ñ M be a C2 partially
hyperbolic diffeomorphism with an f -invariant compact center foliation with trivial
holonomy. Suppose f is centrally transitive. Then there exists a family tµLuuLuPFu
of measures with the following properties:
1. For every Lu P Fu the measure µLu is a regular Borel measure on the un-
stable leaf Lu, and the measure is positive on non-empty open sets within
Lu.
2. The family of measures is invariant under the center stable holonomy.
3. The family of measures is uniformly expanding under f , i.e. there exists
β ą 1 such that µfpLuqpfpAqq “ βµLupAq for every open set A Ă L
u.
As a direct corollary - following the classical construction by Margulis in [Mar70] -
we obtain a complete f -invariant measure µ on M defined on Fc-saturated sets.
Corollary 1.2. There exists an f -invariant Margulis measure µ on M defined on
Fc-saturated sets.
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Remark 1.3 (Why codimension one?). ‚ As mentioned before, the proof of
Theorem 1 depends on a result about codimension-one Anosov diffeomor-
phisms. Consequently, Theorem 1 cannot be extended to a system with
higher-dimensional unstable bundle without essential changes of the proof.
It should be remarked that a corresponding generalization in the case of
Anosov diffeomorphisms that they are always transitive and conjugate to an
algebraic automorphism is only conjectured and not yet proved.
‚ Another difficulty arises at the following point: a finite holonomy is a con-
tinuous group action of a finite group of periodic homeomorphisms on a
smoothly embedded disk in the manifold M which is a priori not linear. We
do not know a lot about these so-called continuous transformation groups if
the dimension of the disk is greater than 2.
‚ Further, the following easy examples illustrate that in the case of a two-
dimensional unstable bundle a 2-cover is not enough to eliminate center
leaves with non-trivial holonomy. Besides, there can exist f -invariant sub-
manifolds in M which consist of center leaves with non-trivial holonomy.
Example 1.4. 1. Let A P SLp2,Zq be a hyperbolic matrix with eigenvalues
0 ă λ ă 1 ă µ. Define the following matrix FA by diagpA,A, idq P
GLp5,Zq which induces a partially hyperbolic toral automorphism fA on
T5 with a one-dimensional compact center foliation txu ˆ S1. Let B :“¨
˝ 0 ´id 0id 0 0
0 0 1
˛
‚ P GLp5,Zq. We define a free action of Z4 on T5 by H :“
B `
`
0 0 0 0 1
4
˘T
. Then fA commutes with this finite group action
and T5{Hx „ x is a manifold with a partially hyperbolic diffeomorphism
FA induced by fA. The leaf space of the center foliation is a 4-orbifold with
four singular points,ˆ
1
2
,
1
2
,
1
2
,
1
2
˙
,
ˆ
1
2
, 0,
1
2
, 0
˙
,
ˆ
0,
1
2
, 0,
1
2
˙
, p0, 0, 0, 0q
with non-trivial holonomyH of order four and twelve singular points of order
two.
2. Let FA P SLp5,Zq be the matrix defined above which induces a partially
hyperbolic torus automorphism fA on T
5 with a one-dimensional compact
center foliation txu ˆ S1. Let B :“ diagpid,´id, 1q P GLp5,Zq and define a
free action of Z2 on T
5 by H :“ B`
`
0 0 0 0 1
2
˘T
. Then fA commutes
with this group action and the resulting manifold T5{Hx „ x carries a
partially hyperbolic diffeomorphism FA induced by fA. The leaf space of
the center foliation is a 4-orbifold with four tori of singular points:
 
px1, x2, a, bq
T
ˇˇ
x1, x2 P R{Z
(
, a, b “ 0,
1
2
.
One motivation for the topic of this article was the question if the study of par-
tially hyperbolic diffeomorphisms with a uniformly compact center foliation could
be restricted to the case of a compact center foliation with trivial holonomy. This
would be possible if we show that any system with finite holonomy can be lifted to a
finite cover where the holonomy vanishes everywhere. It should be remarked that a
priori - without assuming a partially hyperbolic dynamics on the manifold - such a
cover does not exist: there exist uniformly compact foliations whose quotient space
cannot be finitely covered by a manifold, but is a so-called bad orbifold (see [CH03],
section 7 for examples of such foliations which are called bad compact Hausdorff
foliations in that article). So, to answer this question dynamical properties, features
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of compact foliations with finite holonomy and their interplay have to be utilized at
the same time. A way to validate this intuition is to show that the center holonomy
is globally affected whenever one locally builds in a center leaf with higher holonomy.
Related work: we would like to mention that Theorem 1 overlaps with a result
by Gogolev in [Gog11] where he proved a similar statement for partially hyperbolic
diffeomorphisms with a uniformly compact center foliation of codimension 2 or with
simply connected leaves and one-dimensional unstable direction. The assumption
of simply connectedness directly implies trivial center holonomy.
This work is organized as follows: in the first section 2 we introduce and
define the setting of this article and prove some preliminary results we need in the
main proofs. In the subsequent sections the three steps leading to Theorem 1 are
proved, every one in a separate section. Consequently, we start with the proof of the
central transitivity (Theorem 3) in Section 4 where the first part is dedicated to the
chain recurrent set and its decomposition (valid for any dimensions of the invariant
foliations), and we go on with the proof of the trivial holonomy (Theorem 4) of
the center foliation under the assumption of a one-dimensional oriented unstable
subbundle. Section 6 is employed by the construction of a family of measures with
support on the unstable leaves (Theorem 2). This family is essential for the proof of
the conjugacy between the quotient dynamics and a hyperbolic torus automorphism
in Section 7.
Acknowledgements. I am deeply indebted to Christian Bonatti for his time
to discuss the results of this paper with me. Further, I would like to thank
Se´bastien Alvarez for discussions about the Margulis measures and his helpful
comments in this aspect. Last, but not least, the detailed comments and
suggestions of the referees helped a lot to improve the present article.
2. Background
In the following paragraphs we introduce the basic concepts and the setting of this
article, and we motivate our assumptions of a uniformly compact center foliation.
Remark 2.1. We assume a compact center foliation Fc and accordingly, every
center leaf is an embedded C1-manifold inM . The center bundle Ec is a continuous
subbundle of TM as a consequence of the definition of partial hyperbolicity, and the
center foliation is tangent to this continuous distribution. Whenever we say foliation
in this article, we mean such a foliation with C1-leaves tangent to a continuous
distribution.
2.1. Uniformly compact foliations. We shortly recall the notion of holonomy
that we use in this article: we consider a closed path γ : r0, 1s Ñ L with γp0q “ x P L
which lies entirely inside one leaf L. We define a homeomorphism Hγ on a smooth
disk T of dimension q “ codimF transversely embedded to the foliation F at x
which fixes x and maps intersection points of a nearby leaf L1 onto each other
following the path γ. We call it the holonomy homeomorphism along the path γ.
The definition of Hγ (class of germs of Hγ) only depends on the homotopy class
rγs of γ. Hence, we obtain a group homomorphism
π1 pL, xq Ñ Homeo pR
q, 0q ,
where HomeopRq, 0q denotes the classes of germs of homeomorphisms Rq Ñ Rq
which fix the origin. The image of this group homomorphism is called the holonomy
group of the leaf L and denoted by HolpL, xq. By taking the isomorphism class of
this group it does not depend on the original embedding of T in M . It is easily
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seen that any simply connected leaf has a trivial holonomy group. A classical result
(proved in [Hec77] and [EMT77]) states that leaves with trivial holonomy group are
generic.
We say that a foliation has finite holonomy if the holonomy group HolpL, xq for any
x PM is a finite group. Consequently, every holonomy homeomorphism is periodic.
We call a foliation whose leaves are all compact and have finite holonomy group
a uniformly compact foliation. These foliations are also called compact Hausdorff
foliations in foliation theory referring to the fact that the quotient space of such
a foliation is Hausdorff. This notion is also equivalent to the notion of a foliation
whose leaves have uniformly bounded volume.
Example 2.2 (Partially hyperbolic diffeomorphisms with non-trivial center holo-
nomy). Bonatti and Wilkinson construct in [BW05] a partially hyperbolic diffeo-
morphism on the 3-torus fibering over the 2-torus which commutes with a Z2-action
on the 3-torus. Hence, the system induces a partially hyperbolic diffeomorphism
on the resulting quotient manifold with a center foliation by circles and four center
leaves with non-trivial holonomy corresponding to the fixed points of the Z2-action
on the 2-torus and coinciding with the singular leaves of the Seifert fibration over
the 2-orbifold.
This example can be generalized in the following way:
Example 2.3. LetM be a compact manifold, G a compact Lie group and H ă G a
finite subgroup which acts freely onMˆG by the canonical product action px, gq ÞÑ
ph.x, gh´1q. Let f : M Ñ M be a H-equivariant Anosov diffeomorphism, i.e.
fph.xq “ h.fpxq for all x PM and h P H . Let φ :M Ñ G be a smooth H-invariant
map. Then N :“ M ˆH G “ M ˆ G{ph.x, gq „ px, gh
´1q is a compact manifold
and the partially hyperbolic skew product Fφ : M ˆ G Ñ M ˆ G, Fφpx, gq “
pfpxq, φpxqgq induces a partially hyperbolic diffeomorphism fφ : N Ñ N . The
center foliation ttxu ˆG{px „ h.xqu is a compact foliation and the holonomy group
of every center leaf Lx “ G{Hx through x equals the isotropy group Hx of the H-
action on M .
Although all leaves are compact manifolds, it can occur that the volume of a ball
with increasing radius inside a leaf is unbounded. This cannot occur if the codi-
mension of the foliation is one or two, as shown in [Ree52] for codimension one on
non-compact manifolds and in [Eps72] for codimension two on compact manifolds.
But Sullivan constructed in [Sul76a] and [Sul76b] a flow on a compact 5-manifold,
that is a codimension 4 foliation, such that every orbit is periodic but the length
of orbits is unbounded. Later, Epstein and Vogt in [EV78] constructed an example
of a foliation by circles with the same properties on a compact 4-manifold. In the
following we will therefore assume a uniformly compact center foliation if the codi-
mension is strictly greater than 2.
The reason why we restrict ourselves to uniformly compact foliations is closely re-
lated to the point that in that case there exist small saturated neighborhoods V pLq
of any leaf L that are foliated bundles p : V pLq Ñ L and the holonomy group is
actually a group. This fact is the content of the Reeb Stability Theorem which is
proved in the present form in [CC00]:
Theorem 2.4 (Generalized Reeb Stability). If L is a compact leaf of a foliation
F on a manifold M and if the holonomy group HolpL, yq is finite, then there is a
normal neighborhood p : V Ñ L of L in M such that pV,F |V , pq is a fiber bundle
with finite structure group HolpL, yq. Furthermore, each leaf L1|V is a covering
space p|L1 : L
1 Ñ L with k ď |HolpL, yq| sheets and the leaf L1 has a finite
holonomy group of order |HolpL,yq|
k
.
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Not only locally, but also globally the leaf space of a uniformly compact foliation
has a good structure, as the quotient space of the foliation is Hausdorff (see [Eps76]
and [Mil75]):
Theorem 2.5 (Epstein, Millet). Let M be a foliated space with each leaf compact.
Then the following conditions are equivalent:
‚ The quotient map π :M ÑM{F is closed.
‚ Each leaf has arbitrarily small saturated neighborhoods.
‚ The leaf space M{F is Hausdorff.
‚ If K Ă M is compact then the saturation π´1πK of K is compact, this
means, the set of leaves meeting a compact set is compact.
‚ The holonomy group on every leaf is finite.
Further, it can be elementarily proved that the quotient topology is generated by
the Hausdorff metric dH between center leaves inM and hence, M{F
c is a compact
metric space.
Remark 2.6. A natural question is if there can exist a partially hyperbolic dif-
feomorphism with an f -invariant compact center foliation which is not uniformly
compact. There are results which answer this question negatively under additional
assumptions by Gogolev in [Gog11] and Carrasco in [Car10].
Remark 2.7. In the case of a trivial center holonomy the resulting leaf space is a
topological manifold. We showed in [BB12] that in this case the partially hyperbolic
diffeomorphism is dynamically coherent, and accordingly, the center stable and
center unstable foliations induce stable and unstable topological foliations in the
leaf space, the induced homeomorphism F on the leaf space is then expansive and
has a local product structure.
2.2. Finite homeomorphism groups. We assume that the holonomy group of
any center leaf is a finite group, unless in the case of a codimension-2 center foliation
where it is implied by the compactness of the foliation. For every x P M and
L P Fc the holonomy group HolpL, xq consists of periodic homeomorphisms and
acts continuously on the smooth manifold T transverse to L at x P L. Therefore,
we can find some useful results on the fixed point sets of such homeomorphisms from
the theory of finite transformation groups which we need and cite here. First, it
is quite obvious that any non-trivial periodic homeomorphism of p´1, 1q Ñ p´1, 1q
which leaves the origin fixed reverses the orientation.
Lemma 2.8. Let Homeo pp´1, 1q, 0q be the group of germs at 0 P R of homeomor-
phisms which leave 0 P R fixed. Let G be a finite subgroup of Homeo pp´1, 1q, 0q.
Then G has at most 2 elements. If G has 2 elements, then one of them reverses
orientation.
Remark 2.9. As a direct implication it follows that every transversely oriented
codimension one foliation with finite holonomy has actually trivial holonomy.
The following theorem describes the fixed point set of periodic homeomorphisms
of the two-dimensional disk D2 Ă R2 (announced in [vK19] and [Bro19], proved in
[Eil34].)
Theorem 2.10 (Theorem of Kere´kja´rto´). Suppose g : D2 Ñ D2 is a periodic
homeomorphism of period n ą 1. Then g is topologically conjugate to a orthogonal
matrix A P Op2q, i.e. there is a homeomorphism h such that g “ h´1Ah. If g is
orientation-preserving, the set of fixed points is a single point which is not on the
boundary. If g is orientation-reversing, then g2 “ id and the set of fixed points is a
simple arc which divides D2 into two topological discs which are permuted by g.
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We will need that any periodic homeomorphism on a open disk is conjugate to a
finite order rotation around the origin or to a reflection. This is a direct consequence
of the Theorem of Kere´kja´rto´:
Corollary 2.11 ([CK94]). Let f : R2 Ñ R2 be a periodic homeomorphism. Then
f is conjugate to a finite order rotation around the origin or to the reflection about
the x-axis.
Unfortunately, equivalent statements in higher dimensions are only available in
the case of a differentiable group action: Bochner showed in [Boc45]) that if a
compact group of local transformations has a fixed point and if it is uniformly
smooth (Ck, k ě 1), then there exists a smooth local change of coordinates such
that the transformations act linearly with respect to this new coordinate system.
In particular, if a uniformly compact foliation of codimension q is transversely
differentiable, the holonomy group can be assumed to act linearly as a subgroup of
Opqq on the transversal.
But Bing constructed in [Bin52] a counterexample of a 2-periodic homeomorphism
h of the 3-dimensional euclidean space (or on the 3-sphere) which has a double
horned sphere as fixed point set and is therefore not topologically conjugate to
a linear map. With this involution one can easily construct a foliation defined
by a fibration on a mapping torus S3 ˆ r0, 1s{px, 0q „ phpxq, 1q which has leaves
(corresponding to the fixed points of h) with a holonomy group generated by this
homeomorphism h.
Question 2.12. Does there exist a partially hyperbolic diffeomorphism with a
compact center foliation such that
1. the center holonomy of every leaf is induced by a global group action and
2. the fixed point set of this global group action (corresponding to the center
leaves with maximal holonomy) is not a submanifold?
More generally, does there exist a partially hyperbolic diffeomorphism with a uni-
formly compact center foliation which has a holonomy group which is not a group
of isometries (there does not exist a local coordinate system such that the group
acts as a group of isometries with respect to these local coordinates)?
2.3. Dynamical coherence and structural stability. Although there exist three
foliations tangent to the center, unstable and stable bundle respectively it is not
clear that the center unstable bundle Ecu :“ Ec‘Eu or the center stable bundle Ecs
are integrable. A counterexample on the 3-torus is constructed in [HRHU10]. The
property in question is defined as follows: a partially hyperbolic diffeomorphism f
is called dynamically coherent, if there exist a center stable foliation Fcs tangent
to Ecs “ Es ‘ Ec and a center unstable foliation Fcu tangent to Ecu “ Ec ‘ Eu.
dynamical coherence is essential for our investigation of partially hyperbolic sys-
tems with an f -invariant uniformly compact center foliation. Due to dynamical
coherence any smooth manifold transverse to a center leaf L is foliated by stable
and unstable leaves induced by the center stable and center unstable foliation.
We showed in [BB12] that every partially hyperbolic diffeomorphism with an f -
invariant uniformly compact center foliation is dynamically coherent. Further, us-
ing the shadowing property for center leaves we showed in [BB12] that pf,Fcq is
plaque expansive and hence, structurally stable (in the sense of [HPS70]), i.e. every
partially hyperbolic diffeomorphism g, sufficiently close to f with respect to the
C1-topology, has a center foliation which is leafwise topologically conjugate to the
center foliation of f . This means, we can perturb f a bit in order to get a diffe-
omorphism as smooth as we want without changing the dynamical properties. In
order to utilize the absolute continuity of the stable and unstable foliations we have
to use this fact later on to prove Theorem 2.
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2.4. Codimension 2 and Codimension 3. Before we start with the proofs of
our results we outline the proof of Theorem 1 for the case that the center foliation
has codimension two or three. In these cases the low codimension allow a more
direct approach:
2.4.1. Codimension 2: We recall that we do not have to assume a finite holo-
nomy in this case as it is implied by the compactness of leaves (cf. [Eps72]).
As dimEu “ dimEs “ 1 the center holonomy is trivial if the stable and unstable
bundles are oriented. So, by lifting the diffeomorphism to the at most 4-sheeted
orientation cover ofM we can assume that the center foliation is without holonomy.
The 2-dimensional leaf spaceM{Fc is then a topological manifold and the partially
hyperbolic diffeomorphism f induces an expansive homeomorphism F on M{Fc.
A theorem by Lewowicz in [Lew89] implies then that F is conjugate to a hyperbolic
toral automorphism. The proof that a 2-sheeted cover suffices to eliminate the cen-
ter holonomy follows the lines of Section 5 (see proof in Subsection 5.2.3). Further,
the result is more precise in this case: we can easily conclude that there are either
four center leaves with non-trivial holonomy or none. Every non-trivial holonomy
homeomorphism is conjugate to a rotation by π. The leaf space is either a 2-orbifold
with four elliptic points and underlying manifold a 2-sphere or a 2-torus.
2.4.2. Codimension 3: Assuming that dimEs “ 2 and dimEu “ 1 we can also
completely describe the possible center holonomy groups as we can use the Corol-
lary 2.11 above. So, if Eu and Es are oriented, we know that every center holonomy
homeomorphism is the identity in the unstable direction and a finite rotation in
the stable direction. It is left to rule out the possibility of a non-trivial rotation,
this is done with the methods of Section 5. Consequently, we have trivial center
holonomy and the leaf space is a topological 3-manifold with an induced expansive
homeomorphism F . Utilizing the central transitivity of f , proved below, a result
by Vieitez in [Vie99] (together with [Fra70]) implies directly that F is conjugate to
a hyperbolic toral automorphism. In contrary to codimension 2, it is indispensable
for this conclusion that f is centrally transitive (see Subsection 5.2.4 below). As in
the case above, we get a complete description of the possible partially hyperbolic
systems with a compact center foliation of codimension 3: the leaf space M{Wc is
either a 3-orbifold T3{ p´idq with 8 singular points or a 3-torus.
3. The chain recurrent set of the quotient dynamics
Let f be a partially hyperbolic C1-diffeomorphism with a uniformly compact center
foliation Fc. Denote by F the homeomorphism on the quotient spaceM{Fc induced
by f . We call the dynamics by F on the leaf space M{Fc shortly the quotient
dynamics. The results in this subsection hold in this general setting without any
restrictions on the codimension of the center foliation. For any ǫ ą 0 we call an
ǫ-chain of center leaves from L to L1 a finite sequence tLiu
n
i“0 of center leaves such
that dHpfpLiq, Li`1q ă ǫ for i “ 0, . . . , n´ 1 and L0 “ L and Ln “ L
1. A leaf L is
chain recurrent if for all ǫ ą 0 there is an ǫ-chain from L to L. Denote the set of
chain recurrent leaves by CRpF q called chain recurrent set. We denote by
CRpLq :“
 
L1 P Fc
ˇˇ
@ǫ ą 0 D ǫ´ chain from L to L1 and one from L1 to L
(
the chain recurrent class of a center leaf L. Then the chain-recurrent set CRpF q is a
union
Ť
CRpLq of chain-recurrent classes. Each chain recurrent class is a compact
Fc-saturated and f -invariant set. For L P Fc we denote by FslocpLq the union of
local stable leaves through the center leaf L, i.e.
Ť
zPL L
s
locpzq, and equivalently
with FulocpLq “
Ť
zPL L
u
locpzq.
We can then prove the following results about the chain recurrent classes of F :
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Lemma 3.1. The induced homeomorphism F : M{Fc Ñ M{Fc on the leaf space
has only finitely many chain-recurrent classes.
Proof of Lemma 3.1. Assume that there are infinitely many chain-recurrent classes.
Then for every δ ą 0 there exist center leaves L1 and L2 such that CRpL1q X
CRpL2q “ ∅ and L2 Ă BHpL1, δq. We choose δ ą 0 sufficiently small. Then
the intersection of FulocpL1q with F
s
locpL2q and conversely of F
s
locpL1q with F
u
locpL2q
contain at least one point, and we can construct for every ǫ ą 0 an ǫ-chain which
connect CRpL1q and CRpL2q and conversely. This implies the equality of both
chain recurrent classes: CRpL1q “ CRpL2q.

We denote the finite chain recurrent classes by Ω1, . . . ,Ωn. We have
Ťn
i“1 Ωi “ CRpF q.
For all L P Fc define the compact sets ωpLq “
Ş
ně0
`Ť
kěn f
kpLq
˘
and αpLq “Ş
ně0
`Ť
kěn f
´kpLq
˘
, called ω- and α-limit sets. First, we recall the following fact:
Claim 3.2. For all L P Fc there exist i, j P t1, . . . , nu such that ωpLq Ă Ωi and
αpLq Ă Ωj.
The finite number of chain recurrent classes Ω1, . . . ,Ωn comprises the chain recur-
rent set CRpF q. There exists a natural way to order the chain recurrent classes: We
say that Ωi ď Ωj if for every ǫ ą 0 there exists an ǫ-pseudo orbit tLnunPZ of center
leaves such that dHpLn,Ωiq Ñ 0 for n Ñ ´8 and dHpLn,Ωjq Ñ 0 for n Ñ 8.
This order on the set of chain recurrent classes together with the finiteness of chain
recurrent classes implies directly the following corollary, due to Conley theory (see
[Con78]):
Corollary 3.3. There exists a chain-recurrent class R Ă CRpF q which is a repeller,
i.e. there exists a Fc-saturated neighborhood U Ą R such that f´1pUq Ă U andŞ
ně0 f
´nU “ R.
We recall that we proved in [BB12] the dynamical coherence of f and further the
so-called completeness, that is, every center stable leaf Lcs of the center stable
foliation Fcs tangent to Ec ‘Es is equal to the union of stable leaves through one
center leaf L Ă Lcs, what we denote by the stable leaf FspLq of the center leaf L.
With this notation, we state the following property which plays a crucial role in
the proof of transitivity:
Lemma 3.4. ď
LPCRpF q
FspLq “M.
Proof of Lemma 3.4. Let L P Fc be an arbitrary center leaf. Claim 3.2 implies
that there exists a chain recurrent class Ωi such that ωpLq Ă Ωi. Consequently,
there exist n ą 0 and Ln Ă Ωi such that f
nL and Ln are sufficiently close such
that there is a center leaf L1n Ă F
u
locpLnq XF
s
locpf
nLq contained in the intersection
of the center stable with the center unstable leaf. We prove that L1n Ă Ωi:
Claim 3.5. With the notations above we have L1n Ă Ωi.
Proof of Claim 3.5. We have αpL1nq “ αpLnq because L
1
n Ă F
u
locpLnq, and therefore
αpL1nq Ă Ωi. On the other hand, L
1
n Ă F
s
locpf
nLq, so ωpL1nq “ ωpLq Ă Ωi. As L
1
n
is chain recurrent to αpL1nq and ωpL
1
nq, this implies that L
1
n Ă Ωi. 
This implies directly that fnL Ă FspL1nq with L
1
n Ă Ωi. Hence, L Ă F
spΩiq. 
Because every center stable leaf Lcs P Fcs is by the completeness of the foliations
equal to the stable foliation FspLq through any center leaf L Ă Lcs we get the
following consequence of the previous Lemma:
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Corollary 3.6. For every center stable leaf Lcs there exists i P t1, . . . , nu such that
Lcs X Ωi ‰ ∅.
With the help of the previous results we can now prove the transitivity of F under
the additional hypothesis of a one-dimensional unstable direction.
4. Central transitivity
We proceed with the proof of the central transitivity, the first step in order to prove
Theorem 1.
The central transitivity of f is equivalent to the transitivity of the induced homeo-
morphism F on the leaf space which is a compact metric space with induced (prob-
ably) singular stable and unstable foliations. Recall that Newhouse in [New70]
proved that any codimension one Anosov diffeomorphism is transitive. We can
not adapt his proof to our setting as it essentially requires differentiability and the
existence of non-singular foliations which provide a local product structure. Nev-
ertheless, we can use the main idea of a simplified proof by Hiraide in [Hir01] of
Newhouse’s theorem. The adaptation of this idea is not straightforward as points
are substituted by compact center manifolds with probably non-trivial holonomy.
So we do not have a local product structure. In fact, a local stable leaf may intersect
a local unstable leaf several times (cf. example in [BW05] and the discussion of its
pathological behavior in [BB12]). The main ingredient to accomplish the proof is
the Shadowing Lemma proved in [BB12] and the decomposition of the chain recur-
rent set (see Section 3 above) in the setting of a uniformly compact center foliation.
This section is dedicated to the proof of the following theorem:
Theorem 3 (Central Transitivity). Let f : M Ñ M be a partially hyperbolic C1-
diffeomorphism with a uniformly compact f -invariant center foliation. Suppose that
dimEu “ 1. Then f is centrally transitive.
Remark 4.1. First, we observe that Theorem 3 proved under the additional as-
sumption of an orientable unstable bundle Eu implies Theorem 3. If the unstable
bundle is non-orientable, the whole system f can be lifted to a partially hyperbolic
system f˜ on the 2-cover M˜ of orientation of Eu and f˜ fulfills all the assumptions
of Theorem 3 plus orientability of Eu, hence, the diffeomorphism f˜ is centrally
transitive and consequently, f is centrally transitive.
Remark 4.2. In the following we assume that the codimension of the center folia-
tion is greater or equal than three. The case of a codimension 2 center foliation
can be treated in a far easier way without using central transitivity as we explained
above in Subsection 2.4 and Subsection 5.2.3 respectively.
From now on we suppose that Eu is one-dimensional and oriented. As a conse-
quence, the center-stable foliation Fcs has trivial holonomy. The proof of Theo-
rem 3 divides into the following two steps:
1. We prove that f is centrally chain transitive, i.e. that F on the leaf space is
chain transitive (Proposition 4.3).
2. Any partially partially hyperbolic diffeomorphism f with an f -invariant uni-
formly compact center foliation which is centrally chain transitive is in fact
centrally transitive. This is a direct implication of the Shadowing Lemma
on the leaf space, proved in [BB12].
So, for Theorem 3 it suffices to prove the following proposition:
Proposition 4.3. Under the assumptions of Theorem 3, the diffeomorphism f is
centrally chain transitive, i.e. F :M{Fc ÑM{Fc is chain transitive.
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4.1. Proof of Proposition 4.3. The notations used in this subsection are in-
troduced in Section 3 above. We consider a repeller R Ă M and a Fc-saturated
neighborhood U Ą Ω such that U XΩj “ ∅ for any other chain-recurrent class Ωj .
For all center leaves L P R it is FspLq Ă R. For the proof of Proposition 4.3 we
show the following Lemma:
Lemma 4.4 (Principal Lemma). Assume there exists a repeller R ‰ M . For any
open Fc-saturated neighborhood U Ą R such that U X CRpF q “ R there exists a
center leaf L Ă U rR such that FspLq Ă U .
This Lemma together with the previous results about the chain recurrent classes
in Section 3 implies Proposition 4.3 directly:
Proof of Proposition 4.3. Lemma 4.4 implies that there exists L Ă U such that
FspLq Ă U . As
Ť
L1PCRpF q F
spL1q “M from Corollary 3.6 the intersection FspLqX
CRpF q ‰ ∅. Hence, there exists j P t1, . . . , ku and L1 Ă Ωj such that F
spLq “
FspL1q. This implies that L1 Ă U X Ωj contradicting the assumption that U X
CRpF q “ R. So we get R “M . 
We prove now the Principal Lemma 4.4 in several smaller steps:
Lemma 4.5. Let f : M Ñ M be a partially hyperbolic C1-diffeomorphism with
an f -invariant uniformly compact center foliation Fc. Assume dimEu “ 1 and
Eu is oriented. Further, let R ‰M be an Fc-saturated repeller with respect to the
dynamics F of the center foliation. Then there exist finitely many Fc-saturated
neighborhoods Vi Ă U with
Ť
intVi Ą R such that
‚ there is a homeomorphism φi : Vi Ñ Ui ˆ r´1, 1s where
‚ Ui is a tubular neighborhood of Li P F
c inside FspLiq and pi : Ui Ñ Li fibers
over Li and
‚ φ´1i ptxuˆp´1, 1qq coincides with a unstable segment of the unstable foliation.
Further, every border plaque homeomorphic to Ui ˆ t˘1u is either contained in the
interior of R or it lies completely outside of R. In particular, there exists i such
that the plaque Ui ˆ tαu, α P t´1, 1u is disjoint from R.
Proof of Lemma 4.5. Under the assumptions above we showed that f is dynami-
cally coherent, hence, the center stable foliation is subfoliated by the stable and cen-
ter foliation. Therefore, we can apply the Reeb Stability Theorem to the uniformly
compact foliation Fc inside the center stable foliation Fcs. This together with the
compactness of the repeller R gives us directly the existence of finitely many open
Fc-saturated sets Wj Ă U inside the center stable foliation F
cs through R such
that every set Wj is a tubular neighborhood of a center leaf Lj and pj : Wj Ñ Lj
is a fiber bundle where every fiber is a stable disk inside FspLjq XWj .
The unstable foliation Fu is one-dimensional, oriented and transverse to the center
stable foliation Fcs. The center unstable foliation is thanks to the dynamical co-
herence subfoliated by the unstable and center foliation. By applying the Reeb Sta-
bility Theorem to the uniformly compact center foliation inside the center unstable
foliation we get Fc-saturated tubular neighborhoods Yk such that Yk is homeomor-
phic to Lkˆp´1, 1q where Lk is a center leaf inside Yk. Every Yk is trivially foliated
as a product because the holonomy along center leaves is trivial. We fit both sets of
Fc-tubular neighborhoods pWjq and pYkq together by centering them in the same
center leaf Lk of Yk and by shrinking them if necessary such that we obtain some
compact Fc-saturated sets Vi which are homeomorphic to Uiˆr´1, 1s where every
Ui has the same properties as Wj above. This gives the first three items of the
Lemma.
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The last item is a direct consequence of the fact that R is a repeller and Fcs-
saturated. Therefore any tubular neighborhood Ui inside a center stable leaf lies
either completely inside or outside of R.
We have now a cover with compact sets of R inside the open neighborhood U of R.
By changing a bit the parametrization of the unstable foliation of the compact sets
Vi we could assure that there exists one Vi such that either Ui ˆ t1u or Ui ˆ t´1u
lies completely outside R.

Remark 4.6. 1. For simplicity, we denote the Fc-saturated stable plaque through
x P U by Ux abbreviating φ
´1
i pUi ˆ ttuq. We also identify Vi with its home-
omorphic image Ui ˆ r´1, 1s.
2. As every unstable leaf of Fu is homeomorphic to R we have a natural order
on every unstable segment.
3. By changing the orientation of Fu we can assume that there exists i such
that Ui ˆ t1u lies outside R.
4. By Dspx, γq we denote a stable disk (inside a stable leaf) of diameter γ
centered at x.
From now on we fix a cover pViq of R with the properties given by Lemma 4.5. In
every neighborhood Ui ˆ r´1, 1s if possible we choose points mi P R which are the
maximal points of intersection with respect to the orientation of Eu, i.e. the set
Lu`pmiq “
 
z P Lupmiq
ˇˇ
z ą mi
(
does not intersect R.
Lemma 4.7. There exists a compact set ∆ Ă Lcspm1q such that
1. ∆ contains all plaques Umj of points mj where mj P L
cspm1q and
2. Lcspm1qr∆ is path-connected.
To find a compact set with the first property of Lemma 4.7 is an easy task, so
the main problem is to find a compact set whose complement is path connected.
Consequently, the proof of Lemma 4.7 relies on the following proposition:
Proposition 4.8. For every center stable leaf Lcs P Fcs and for every compact
set K Ă Lcs there exists a compact set N Ă Lcs such that K Ă N and Lcs rN is
connected.
Proposition 4.8 is proved by the following three Lemmata which relie on the follow-
ing fact: the center foliation Fc is a uniformly compact foliation and the manifold
M is compact, hence, there exists a maximal cardinality of the holonomy groups of
the center leaves. Consequently, there exists for every center stable leaf Lcs P Fcs
a center leaf L0 Ă L
cs with maximal holonomy inside Lcs, this means, for every
center leaf L1 Ă L
cs it holds that |HolpL1q| ď |HolpL0q|. These considerations
allow us to prove the following Lemma:
Lemma 4.9. Let Lcs P Fcs be a center stable leaf and let L0 P L
cs be a center leaf
such that |HolpL1q| ď |HolpL0q| for every center leaf L1 Ă L
cs. Then L0 intersects
every stable leaf Ls Ă Lcs exactly once.
Proof of Lemma 4.9. We have fixed a finite cover pViq of R defined by Lemma 4.5.
Every Fc-saturated set Vi is homeomorphic to Ui ˆ r´1, 1s. Then there exists a
Lebesgue number γ ą 0 such that for all x P R there exists i such thatFcpDspx, γqq “ 
Ly P F
c
ˇˇ
y P Lsγpxq
(
Ă Ui.
Assume there exists Ls Ă Lcs such that there are x1, x2 P L
s X L0 with x1 ‰ x2.
Then we could assume that x1, x2 lie inside a local stable manifold L
s
γpx1q with
radius γ. Consequently, there exists i such that FcpDspx1, γqq Ă Ui and therefore
this implies L0 Ă Ui. The set Ui is a fiber bundle over a center leaf with locally
maximal holonomy group, this means, there exists a center leaf Li Ă Ui such that
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pi : Ui Ñ Li is a fiber bundle and pi|L0 : L0 Ñ Li is a finite covering. As L0
intersects Dspx1, γq at least in two different points x1, x2 there exists x P Li such
that x1, x2 P p
´1
i |L0pxq. This implies that 2|HolpL0q| ď |HolpLiq| contradicting
that L0 is the center leaf with maximal holonomy inside L
cs. 
This Lemma directly implies the following:
Corollary 4.10. For every center stable leaf Lcs P Fcs there exists a center leaf
L0 P L
cs that intersects every stable manifold Ls Ă Lcs in exactly one point.
The following Lemma will help us to complete the proof of Proposition 4.8:
Lemma 4.11. There exists γ ą 0 such that for any center leaf L Ă Lcs where L
intersects every stable leaf Ls Ă Lcs in at most one point the setď
xPL
Dspx, 2γqr
ď
xPL
Dspx, γq
is connected.
We denote FsγpLq :“
Ť
xPLD
spx, γq.
Proof of Lemma 4.11. A local stable manifold is a disk, hence, there exists γ ą 0
such that for any x PM the local stable manifold Dspx, γq is a disk inside Lspxq. As
the stable leaf Lspxq is homeomorphic to Rds , this implies that Dspx, 2γqrDspx, γq
is connected.
Because L intersects Lspxq for every x P L at most once, the set FsγpLq is a trivial
fiber bundle over L, so FsγpLq “ D
spx, γq ˆ L, and hence, Fs2γpLq r F
s
γpLq “
pDspx, 2γqrDspx, γqq ˆL is a product of connected sets and therefore connected.

This directly implies that for any center stable leaf Lcs and any center leaf L with
the properties of Lemma 4.11 Lcs r FsγpLq is connected.
Proof of Proposition 4.8. Let γ ą 0 be given by Lemma 4.11. The setK is compact,
therefore there exists n such that fnK Ă Lsγpf
nLq. Choose N :“ f´nLsγpf
nLq,
then Lemma 4.11 implies the statement. 
Proposition 4.8 now implies quite directly Lemma 4.7:
Proof of Lemma 4.7. We take the closure Umj of neighborhoods containing the
maximal points mj P L
cspm1q (m1 included) which are finitely many. So the unionŤ
j Umj is a compact set inside L
cspm1q which we denote by ∆0. The set ∆0 already
fulfills the first property of the searched ∆. With Proposition 4.8 we assure the
existence of a compact set ∆ Ą ∆0 with the wanted properties which completes the
proof. 
With the arguments above we have established the existence of compact set ∆ Ă
Lcspm1q such that L
cspm1qr∆ is connected.
We denote by px, yqu :“
 
z P Lupxq
ˇˇ
x ă z ă y
(
Ă Lu`pxq the open arc in the
unstable leaf with x ă y with respect to the orientation of Fu.
Lemma 4.12. For all x P Lcspm1q r ∆ there exists y P L
u
`pxq X R such that
px, yqu XR “ ∅.
Proof of Lemma 4.12. Let x P Lcspm1q r∆ be an arbitrarily chosen point. There
exists some neighborhood Vi and a center stable plaque Ui ˆ tpu “ Ux Ă R with
p ă 1 within Vi such that x is contained in it. The point x is not inside ∆, hence,
there is no maximal point mi of intersection inside Ux X R, so there must exist
a point y P Lu`pxq X R with y ą x in sense of orientation of E
u. We choose y
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minimal (with respect to the orientation of Eu) with these properties, so it follows
px, yqu XR.

We denote by Ix “ px, yq
u where y is defined by Lemma 4.12 above.
Lemma 4.13. Let x1, x2 P L
cspm1q r ∆ then for every path γ Ă L
cspm1q r ∆
(up to homotopy) with γp0q “ x1 and γp1q “ x2 there exists a homeomorphism
Hγ : Ix1 Ñ Ix2 .
Proof of Lemma 4.13. Let x0, x1 P Ui ˆ tpu where Ui is some center stable plaque
defined by the cover pVi “ Ui ˆ r´1, 1sq of R and p P r´1, 1s and let γ be a path
from x0 to x1 inside Ui. The neighborhood Vi is a product of Ui and r´1, 1s, so we
can lift for every y P Ix1 uniquely the path γ to a path γy starting at y. We then
define Hγpyq “ Ix2 X γy. This map is then a homeomorphism because the path
lifting depends continuously on y P Ix1 and the map is injective by the uniqueness
of the lifted path and the triviality of the product.
As Lcspm1q r∆ is covered by finitely many Vi and path connected we can define
for any x0, x1 and path γp0q “ x0, γp1q “ x1 inside L
cspm1qr∆ the map Hγ as a
concatenation of local homeomorphisms defined on every Vi.

Lemma 4.14. Let x1 P L
cspm1q r ∆ and γ a closed path with γp0q “ γp1q “ x1
then Hγ “ id.
Proof of Lemma 4.14. Assume Hγ ‰ id. As Hγ is an orientation preserving home-
omorphism of the interval Ix1 there exists a fixed point p P Ix1 such that either the
interval pp, p` ǫq or pp´ ǫ, pq is attracted to p.
The closed path γ can be uniquely lifted to a path γp through p inside the center
stable leaf Lcsppq through p. Then the center stable leaf Lcsppq has a germ of a ho-
lonomy homeomorphism hγp which is not the identity contradicting that the center
stable foliation has trivial holonomy. 
Lemma 4.15. Let y P Lu`pm1q be a point sufficiently close to m1. Then L
cspyq Ă
U .
Proof of Lemma 4.15. Let ∆1 Ă Lcspm1q be a compact F
c-saturated set such that
∆ Ă intp∆1q. As ∆1 is compact we can cover it with finitely many Vi of the cover
pViq. By the choice of ∆
1 it can be covered by Fc-saturated stable plaques Uk inside
Vi. Each of these plaques Uk X ∆
1 can be pushed inside Vi to the F
c-saturated
stable plaque through Lcspyq, i.e. ViXL
cspyq as Vi is a product neighborhood with
respect to the center stable foliation - given y P Lu`pm1q sufficiently close to m1.
In this way we obtain a homeomorphic set ∆1y through y. Fix y0 P ∆
1 r ∆. By
Lemma 4.12 there exists a yR such that py0, yRq
u Ă Lu`py0q does not intersect R.
We choose then y P Lu`pm1q in such a way that ∆
1
y intersects py0, yRq
u. Then the
homeomorphism Hγ with respect to a path γp0q “ y0 and γp1q “ x is well-defined
for any x P Lcspm1q r∆. The proof of the following claim ends the proof of the
Lemma. 
Claim 4.16. With the notations above, for any y0 P ∆
1 r∆ we have
Lcspyq “ ∆1y Y
ď
xPLcspm1qr∆
Hγpy˜0q
for y˜0 “ ∆
1
y X py0, yΩq
u and any path γ with γp0q “ y0 and γp1q “ x.
Proof. The set is actually equal for any point y0 P ∆
1 r∆, so it does not depend
on the choice of y0. 
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5. Trivial Holonomy
We can now show that the center foliation has only trivial holonomy under the
assumption of a one-dimensional oriented unstable direction. First, we prove some
general preliminary results about the center holonomy group.
5.1. Center holonomy. Let φ : Dq ÑM be a smooth embedding of a q-dimensional
disk Dq where q “ codimFc, φp0q “ x and φpDqq “: T is transverse at x to
L “ Lx P F
c. Then Fcs and Fcu induce foliations on T , called T s and T u respec-
tively. We denote by Hγ a holonomy homeomorphism generated by γ P π1pL, xq,
by Huγ a holonomy homeomorphism of the center-stable foliation generated by
γ P π1pL, xq and with H
s
γ a holonomy homeomorphism of the center-unstable foli-
ation.
Lemma 5.1. Let f : M Ñ M be a C1-partially hyperbolic system with an f -
invariant uniformly compact center foliation Fc. Assume dimEu “ 1. For all
γ P π1 pL, xq, the holonomy map Hγ : T Ñ T is a cartesian product H
u
γ ˆH
s
γ . If
Eu is oriented, then it holds Huγ ” id.
Proof of Lemma 5.1. Let γ P π1 pL, xq be an arbitrary closed path. The path γ
is tangent to a leaf of Fcs and to a leaf of Fcu as the center foliation Fc is sub-
ordinate to both foliations. As transversal for Huγ we can choose T
u
x , for H
s
γ in
an analogous way T sx . As f is dynamically coherent and T
u and T s are induced
transversal foliations on T , the holonomy Hγ |Tux coincides with H
u
γ , in an anal-
ogous way the holonomy map Hγ |T sx coincides with H
s
γ . Locally, the transverse
foliations T s and T u induce a product structure on T . Therefore Hγ is the carte-
sian product of Huγ ˆH
s
γ and preserves the foliations T
u and T s. If Eu is oriented,
then Fcs is a transversely orientable codimension-1 foliation and every holonomy
homeomorphism Huγ : T
u
x Ñ T
u
x is conjugate to the identity due to Lemma 2.8. 
Remark 5.2. The first statement of Lemma 5.1 that every holonomy map is a
cartesian product of the stable and unstable holonomy restricted to the respec-
tive center leaf is equally true for all codimensions of a uniformly compact center
foliation.
In the following proofs we consider sets of center leaves with a maximal holonomy
group, and it is crucial for the proofs to know that such sets are f -invariant. Hence,
we need the following quite immediate property of the holonomy group:
Lemma 5.3. Let HolpL, xq be a finite holonomy group of a compact leaf L P Fc
through x P M . Let Hγ P HolpLq be a periodic holonomy homeomorphism. Then
the period of Hγ : T Ñ T is constant along an orbit of f , i.e. the period of Hf˝γ
is equal to the period of Hγ . Every holonomy group Holpf
kpLq, fkpxqq for k P Z is
isomorphic to the holonomy group HolpL, xq of L.
Proof of Lemma 5.3. Let Hγ P HolpL, xq be a periodic holonomy homeomorphism.
Let k P N be the period ofHγ . The path f˝γ generates a holonomy homeomorphism
of Lpfpxqq. Because of the invariance of the foliations we conclude that Hf˝γ “
f ˝ Hγ ˝ f
´1 : fpT q Ñ fpT q. Hence, the period of Hf˝γ is equally k. This
induces a bijection between the holonomy homeomorphisms Hγ P HolpL, xq and
Hf˝γ P HolpfpLq, fpxqq. Accordingly, the order of the whole holonomy group is
constant along a f -orbit. 
Hence, we can say that f is equivariant under Hol, i.e. fpHpyqq “ Hpfpyqq for any
H P Hol and y P T .
We define the following set A of all points x P M whose center leaves have a
holonomy group Hol pL, xq of maximal order.
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Lemma 5.4. Let f : M Ñ M be a partially hyperbolic C1-diffeomorphism with a
uniformly compact f -invariant center foliation. Then the following hold:
1. The order of the center holonomy groups is uniformly bounded.
2. If Eu is one-dimensional and oriented, then the set A of center leaves having
holonomy groups of maximal order is closed, f -invariant and Fcu-saturated.
Proof. The first item is a direct consequence of the Reeb Stability Theorem which
gives us the semi-continuity of the map x ÞÑ |HolpLx, xq|. So we can show the sec-
ond item: First of all, the f -invariance and closedness of A is obvious. It remains
to show that A is saturated by unstable leaves:
Since Fcs is a transversely orientable codimension-1 foliation every holonomy home-
omorphism maps T ux trivially onto itself. The map H
u
γ coincides with Hγ |Tux and
therefore the holonomy group HolpLy, yq restricted to T
u
x for every y P T
u
x is trivial.
Choose the transversal T at x to Lx such that T Ă V where V is the neighbor-
hood of Theorem 2.4. Then for every y P T ux it is |Hol pLy, yq| ď |Hol pLx, xq| and
p : Ly Ñ Lx is a covering space. For every y P V the holonomy group HolpLy, yq
equals the isotropy subgroup of HolpLx, xq for y. As every point y P T
u
x is fixed
by the entire group HolpLx, xq, both holonomy groups coincide and |HolpLy, yq| “
|HolpLx, xq| is implied.
As M is compact and the center foliation is uniformly compact, we can find a finite
cover of M (in particular of Lcux ) ob tubular neighborhoods pi : Vi Ñ Li as above
such that in every neighborhood Vi we have L
cu
locpxq Ă A for every x P A. This
implies that Lcux Ă A.

5.2. Trivial center holonomy for one-dimensional unstable bundle. We can
now directly show that the holonomy of every center leaf is trivial if the unstable
bundle Eu is one-dimensional and oriented:
Theorem 4 (Trivial center holonomy). Let f : M Ñ M be a partially hyperbolic
C1-diffeomorphism on a compact smooth connected manifold M . Assume that the
center foliation Fc is an f -invariant uniformly compact foliation and Eu is one-
dimensional. Then the following statements hold:
1. If Eu is oriented, then the center holonomy is trivial.
2. If Eu is non-orientable, then center leaves with non-trivial holonomy are
isolated, and for every non-trivial holonomy homeomorphism H we have
H2 “ id.
Recall that it is shown in [BB12] that f is dynamically coherent under our current
assumptions. Consider a local transversal T at x to Lx P F
c and the foliations T s
and T u induced by Fcs and Fcu respectively on T . We denote by A as above the
set of all center leaves having a holonomy group of maximal order.
5.2.1. One-dimensional oriented unstable bundle.
Lemma 5.5. Let f : M Ñ M be a centrally transitive partially hyperbolic C1-
diffeomorphism with an f -invariant compact center foliation. Assume dimEu “ 1
and Eu to be oriented. Then the holonomy of any center leaf is trivial.
Proof of Lemma 5.5. Using the assumption of an oriented unstable bundle, Lemma 5.4
implies that the set A of center leaves having a holonomy group of maximal order
is closed, f -invariant and Fcu-saturated. As f is centrally transitive, there exists
a center leaf L0 with a dense forward orbit tf
npL0quně0. Choose any center leaf
L Ă A. Then there exists k ě 0 such that fkL0 is sufficiently close to L and
the local stable leaf Fslocpf
kL0q intersects the local unstable leaf F
u
locpLq in a leaf
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L1 which lies inside A as A is F
cu-saturated. Under fn the iterates fnL1 and
fn`kL0 are asymptotic and since the forward orbit of f
kL0 is dense, so is that of
L1. The closedness of A then implies A “ M . Because the generic center leaf has
trivial holonomy (see [EMT77]), we can conclude that all center leaves have trivial
holonomy. 
5.2.2. One-dimensional non-orientable unstable bundle. As a direct consequence of
Lemma 5.5 we can show that the order of any center holonomy group is at most 2:
Lemma 5.6. Let f : M Ñ M be a partially hyperbolic C1 diffeomorphism having
a uniformly compact center foliation. Assume that Eu is one-dimensional and
not orientable. Then the group order of any center holonomy group is at most
2. Further, every non-trivial holonomy homeomorphism reverses the orientation of
Eu.
Proof of Lemma 5.6. Let pu :M ÑM be the 2-sheeted cover making E
u oriented.
Then Lemma 5.5 implies that the lifted center foliation p´1u F
c has only trivial
center holonomy. Let L be a center leaf in M . Then there are two possibilities for
the preimage p´1u L:
1. The lift p´1u L has two connected components, both diffeomorphic via pu to
L. This means that every closed path γ P π1pLq is uniquely mapped to a
closed path γ˜ Ă p´1u L by fixing the starting point of γ˜. The fundamental
group of every connected component L˜ of p´1u pLq is therefore isomorphic to
the fundamental group of L, and as the center holonomy of L˜ is trivial, so
is the center holonomy of L.
2. The lift p´1u pLq has one connected component L˜. The map pu|L˜ : L˜Ñ L is
therefore a covering of order 2; it is the covering which makes Eu along L
oriented. Consequently, π1pL˜q is isomorphic to a subgroup of π1pLq of index
2. The center holonomy group HolpL˜q of L˜ is trivial. Consider now the center
holonomy group HolpLq of L which is isomorphic to π1pLq{ kerpHq where H
is the group homomorphism π1pLq Ñ HomeopT q. Let γ P kerpHq be a closed
path, then Eu is oriented along γ. Therefore it corresponds to a closed path
γ˜ Ă L˜. On the other hand, consider puγ˜ for γ˜ P π1pL˜q: as the center
holonomy of L˜ is trivial, it lies inside the kernel kerpHq. Accordingly, we
can identify pu˚pπ1pL˜qq with kerpHq. Recall that HolpLq “ π1pLq{ kerpHq “
π1pLq{pu˚pπ1pL˜qq. With this we can conclude that the center holonomy
group HolpLq of L has order 2 and is generated by a closed path γ where Eu
is not oriented along γ, so the holonomy homeomorphism Hγ generated by
such a γ reverses the orientation of Eu.

This result helps us to prove the second item of Theorem 4. Before we start with
the proof, we recall that A denotes the f -invariant closed set of center leaves having
a holonomy group of maximal order which is equivalent thanks to Lemma 5.6 to
having a non-trivial holonomy group. Let L Ă A be a center leaf and T a transversal
at x P L such that the holonomy group HolpLq is well-defined in its action on T .
We state the following easy fact:
Claim 5.7. Let L and T be as above. Then for every nearby center leaf L1 Ă A its
intersection L1 X T is a fixed point of the holonomy group HolpLq.
Proof of Claim 5.7. The leaf L1 is sufficiently close to L, so with the Reeb Stability
Theorem the map p : L1 Ñ L is a covering map. The degree of this covering equals
the quotient of |HolpLq| and |HolpL1q|. As L1 and L are both contained in A, this
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quotient is one and the covering map is in fact a diffeomorphism. So L1 intersects
T in exactly one point which is therefore fixed by HolpLq. 
For simplicity, we say therefore that leaves inside A are fixed points of the holonomy
group.
Lemma 5.8. Let f : M Ñ M be a partially hyperbolic C1-diffeomorphism with
an f -invariant uniformly compact center foliation. Assume dimEu “ 1. Then
the center leaves with non-trivial holonomy are isolated, and for every non-trivial
holonomy homeomorphism H we have H2 “ id.
Proof of Lemma 5.8. Let pu : M Ñ M be the orientation cover making E
u ori-
entable. Then the center holonomy for the lifted center foliation is trivial with
Lemma 5.5. Let L be a center leaf with non-trivial holonomy group. Then we
know with Lemma 5.6 that its center holonomy group Hol pL, xq has order 2. Con-
sequently, there exists a closed path γ P π1pL, xq with γp0q “ x which generates the
non-trivial holonomy homeomorphisms, and we denote such a non-trivial holonomy
homeomorphism by Hγ “ H
s
γ ˆH
u
γ . Let T be a transversal to F
c at x, and T ux , T
s
x
the unstable and stable manifold through x induced by the center stable and cen-
ter unstable foliation on T . We already know that the holonomy homeomorphism
Huγ : T
u
x Ñ T
u
x reverses the orientation of E
u and has x as its only fixed point.
For our proof it suffices to show that Hsγ has only isolated fixed points. Assume
that Hsγ : T
s
x Ñ T
s
x has non-isolated fixed points, for instance x is non-isolated. So
there exists a sequence tLnunPN Ă F
s
locpLq of fixed center leaves converging to L.
This sequence and all its iterates under f are contained in the set A. We will now
choose a subsequence of backward iterates which lie each one in a distinct center
stable plaque:
Claim 5.9. There exists a sequence kn with the following property: If f
´knLn and
f´iLj for 0 ď i, j ď kn´1 are in the same center stable manifold F
spLnq, then
their distance within the center stable manifold is greater than 1. In other words,
there is a subsequence of backward iterates of Ln whose elements are contained in
an infinite number of distinct center stable plaques.
Proof of Claim 5.9. The leaves L and Ln Ă F
s
locpLq for n ě 0 are center leaves hav-
ing a maximal holonomy group, so applying Lemma 4.10 we know that every stable
leaf inside FspLq intersects L and every Ln exactly once. So, the stable distance
between L and every Ln is well defined by taking the supremum of d
spz, LspzqXLq
over z P Ln.
As this distance is uniformly expanded by f´1, we can assure that we find iterates
f´kn of Ln such that they lie in distinct center stable plaques. 
Now we show that the leaves of this subsequence are still fixed points for the
holonomy group of its accumulation point:
Claim 5.10. The sequence f´knLn has an accumulation point L˚. For kn suf-
ficiently big, the points f´knLn are fixed points of the center holonomy group of
L˚.
Proof of Claim 5.10. The leaves f´knLn are all contained in the set A which is
compact and f -invariant. Therefore, there exists an accumulation point L˚ inside
A. By Claim 5.7 they are fixed points for the holonomy group of L˚. 
Claim 5.11. All fixed points of the holonomy group of L˚ lie in its local stable
manifold FslocpL˚q.
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Proof of Claim 5.11. Let L be a center leaf in a small tubular neighborhood N
of L˚ and assume that L is fixed by the holonomy group HolpL˚q of L˚. Let
pu : N Ñ N be the 2-sheeted cover of N which makes E
u oriented. Then L
lifts to two disjoint copies L1, L2 in N , each one diffeomorphic to L. Inside N ,
FslocpLiq, i “ 1, 2 intersects F
u
locpL˚q in exactly one center leaf Ki, i “ 1, 2 which
map each one diffeomorphically to FulocpL˚q X F
s
locpLq. Having disjoint preimages
under pu, F
u
locpL˚qXF
s
locpLq has to be L˚. Consequently, L lies on the local stable
manifold through L˚. 
No more than perhaps one center leaf of the sequence Lj is contained inside
FslocpL˚q. With Claim 5.11 this implies that they are no fixed points for the holo-
nomy group of L˚ contradicting Claim 5.10.
So we can conclude that the center leaves with non-trivial holonomy are isolated.

5.2.3. Codimension 2. To prove Theorem 4 for the case of a compact center foliation
with codimension two an alternative way is available which we present here for its
own beauty because it utilizes a different idea without recurring to the transitivity
of f :
let f :M ÑM be a partially hyperbolic C1-diffeomorphism with a compact center
foliation and assume dimEu “ dimEs “ 1. Assume that Eu is oriented. Let A be
the set of center leaves having a holonomy group of maximal order. It follows with
Lemma 5.4 that A is a Fcu-saturated set. The set A is non-empty, so there exists
x P A such that the center unstable manifold Lcux Ă A which is an unbounded set
inside the compact set A. Therefore it has to accumulate inside A. Let z P A denote
the accumulation point. Then we find a Reeb stability neighborhood V of z and
a sequence tDcun pxquněN Ă V of center unstable plaques of L
cu
x accumulating at
z. The center unstable plaques Dcun pxq intersect the local stable manifold D
spzq in
points xn converging to z which are therefore fixed points of the center holonomy
group H |Dspzq restricted to the stable direction. As E
s is one-dimensional, this
group H |Dspzq has at most two elements and unless it is the trivial group, z is its
unique fixed point. So it is implied thatH |Dspzq is the trivial group, but z P A which
implies that the maximal order of a center holonomy group is one, consequently it
is A “M finishing the proof.
5.2.4. Codimension 3. This proof is only a sketch to show which kind of arguments
might play a role to prove the trivial holonomy:
let f :M ÑM be a partially hyperbolic C1-diffeomorphism with a uniformly center
foliation and assume dimEu “ 1, dimEs “ 2 and Eu is oriented. Define the set A
as above. With the same argument as above we can conclude that for every x P A
an arc σx Ă L
spxq lies inside A containing the fixed point of the center holonomy
group of x restricted to the stable direction. This induces two one-dimensional
foliations on A, a stable one by σx and the unstable foliation.
Denote with H the holonomy group of maximal order and lift A to A˜ (such that
A˜{H “ A), the holonomy cover of H . Then every connected component of A˜{F˜c
is a two-dimensional tori. As F is transitive, this is impossible.
6. Margulis measure
In this section we prove Theorem 2. This proof follows the main ideas of the
classical proof by Margulis ([Mar70]) and its modern version in [HK95]. Note that
the assumed differentiability of f is now C2 as we have to use the absolute continuity
of the stable and unstable foliations.
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Remark 6.1. Theorem 2 under the additional assumption of a one-dimensional
unstable direction is more easily proved in the recent article [Gog11] by Gogolev.
He also adapts the proof by Hiraide written down for codimension one Anosov
diffeomorphisms for his setting of a partially hyperbolic diffeomorphisms with a
compact center foliation with simply connected leaves and a one-dimensional un-
stable direction - corresponding to our last section 7.
Remark 6.2 (Notations). ‚ Each leaf of the five f -invariant foliations, Fu,
Fcu,Fc,Fcs,Fs, is a Riemannian manifold, so it is endowed with a Rie-
mannian metric and the volume induced by this metric. We denote that
volume inside the respective leaf by vol where the context makes it clear
which leaf is meant.
‚ We denote by Dupx, ǫq Ă Lu (or simply by Du) the set of points inside an
unstable leaf Lu at unstable distance ă ǫ from x P Lu.
‚ We denote by FupL, ǫq :“
Ť
zPLD
upz, ǫq, the union of local unstable disks
through a center leaf L. Analogously, FupLq is the union of unstable leaves
through the center leaf L which is equal to the center unstable leaf Lcu
containing L.
The intuitive idea of the construction is quite simple, and we explain it shortly
before we proceed with the formal and quite technical proof:
6.1. Intuition for proof. As f is centrally transitive, every center stable and
center unstable leaf is dense. Fix an unstable leaf Lu0 of reference and a non-empty
open set A Ă Lu0 with compact closure inside L
u
0 . Setting the measure of A to 1,
we would like to define a measure for any open set B Ă Lu with compact closure
inside Lu. As any center stable leaf is dense, the center stable leaves through A
intersect B (see Lemma 6.7). If we regard the Fc-saturates FcA and FcB of A
and B, then the positively iterated sets fnpFcAq and fnpFcBq get, in some sense,
closer and closer when n Ñ 8. The idea is then to define the measure µLupBq of
the set B by
µLupBq“ :“ ” lim
nÑ8
volpfnpFcBqq
volpfnpFcAqq
.
However it is not clear that this limit exists. This is the main technical difficulty
of the proof.
We will first have to see that the corresponding sequence is bounded. More precisely,
as a consequence of the minimality of the center stable foliation, one can partition
B into measurable sets B1, . . . Bk such that for each i there is a stable holonomy
map hs that sends the saturated set FcBi inside F
cA (see Corollary 6.9). The
absolute continuity of the stable holonomy implies that, for n Ñ 8, the quotient
of the volume of fnpFcBiq by the volume of f
nphspFcBiqq converges to 1 (see
Lemma 6.8). The measure of fnpFcBq will be the sum of the volumes of FcBi. So
we get that the sequence
volpfnpFcBqq
volpfnpFcAqq
has an upper bound (and we get a lower bound symmetrically). Some functional
analysis will be needed here: the measure µLupBq of the set B will be established
as a limit of a subsequence of convex combinations of elements volpf
npFcBqq
volpfnpFcAqq . By
construction, this limit measure will be invariant under center stable holonomy.
It should be noted that after the adaptation of the definitions modulo the center
foliation and smaller changes the proof is analogous to the classical proof of the
Margulis measure (cf. [Mar70]) which is nicely explained in [HK95]. So, the main
point of this section and the principal idea behind the proof is to define the rele-
vant objects such that we can follow the lines of the classical proof without major
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changes. The present version of the proof of the Margulis measure seems to allow
an easy adaptation to other settings, so that we hope that it might help to discover
new and interesting applications for the Margulis measure.
6.2. Preliminary results. Before we start with the proof we state the following
facts which are directly implied by our hypothesis.
The following is a reformulation of Corollary 4.10 in the trivial holonomy setting:
Lemma 6.3. Each stable leaf Ls intersects each center leaf Lc P FcpLsq in exactly
one point.
This will allow us to find global stable holonomies between unstable neighborhoods
of center leaves. Let us first define stable holonomies:
Definition 6.4. Given two C1-submanifolds V,W Ă M transverse to the stable
foliation, a stable holonomy map hs : V ÑW is a continuous map such that hspxq P
Lspxq XW , for all x P V .
The stable projection distance of hs is the maximum of the distances between x PW
and hspxq along the stable foliation:
dphsq “ max
xPW
dspx, hspxqq.
We have the following elementary fact on holonomies:
Lemma 6.5. Let hs : V ÑW be a stable holonomy map between two manifolds V
and W as in Definition 6.4, with stable projection distance strictly less than some
ρ ą 0. For any manifold U whose closure is included in V and for any manifold U˜
C1-close enough to U , there exists a stable holonomy map from U˜ to W with stable
projection distance less than ρ.
The next lemma follows from the existence of a dense orbit of center leaves and the
density of periodic center leaves within M - following the classical proof that the
stable and unstable foliations of a transitive Anosov diffeomorphism are minimal.
Lemma 6.6 (Minimality of foliations). Under the assumptions of Theorem 2 the
center stable foliation is minimal, i.e. every center stable leaf is dense in M .
With the results above we can state the following auxiliary statement:
Lemma 6.7. Let A Ă Lu be an open non-empty set with compact closure inside
the unstable leaf Lu. Then there exists ǫ ą 0 and ρ ą 0 such that for any x P M
and for any unstable disk Du of radius ǫ ą 0 centered at x there exists a stable
holonomy map hs which sends FcDu inside FcA, i.e. hspFcDuq Ă FcA, whose
stable projection distance is less than ρ.
Proof of Lemma 6.7. Let L be a center leaf going through a point x P M . By
Lemma 6.6, there exists a center leaf L1 Ă FcA that lies in the same center stable
leaf Lcspxq. By Lemma 6.3, the map
hs : LÑ L1, x ÞÑ Lspxq X L1
is a well-defined bijection. Note that, by transversality of L and L1 to the folia-
tion Fs within Lcspxq, that map hs is a homeomorphism. By the same transver-
sality argument, there is a unique extension of that map to a homeomorphism
hs : Fuloc.pLq Ñ F
u
loc.pL
1q from a local unstable neighborhood of L to a local unsta-
ble neighborhood of L1, such that hspyq P Lspyq X Fuloc.pL
1q. As a consequence, for
some ǫ ą 0, the unstable disk Du of radius ǫ ą 0 centered at x satisfies the follow-
ing: FcDu is sent by a stable holonomy map hs strictly inside FcA. By Lemma 6.5,
reducing ǫ ą 0, we have that any unstable disk Du of radius ǫ ą 0 centered at y
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close enough to x satisfies the same property, moreover the stable projection dis-
tances are all less than some ρ ą 0. We conclude the proof of Lemma 6.7 by a
compactness argument. 
For the existence of the Margulis measure, the absolute continuity of the stable
(and unstable) foliation is crucial. The following is a particular case of the clas-
sical theorem proved by Brin and Pesin, Pugh and Shub for partially hyperbolic
diffeomorphisms:
Theorem 5 ([BP74],[PS72]). The stable and unstable foliations of the C2 partially
hyperbolic diffeomorphism f have absolutely continuous holonomies h, i.e. given
two manifolds V,W tangent to the center-unstable foliation and a stable holonomy
map hs : V ÑW , then
volW ph
spAqq “
ż
A
Jacphsptqqd volV ptq
for every measurable set A Ă V . The jacobian is bounded from above and below
away from zero. Moreover, when the stable projection distance of hs goes to 0, the
jacobian Jacphsq converges uniformly to 1.
This Lemma 6.7 and the absolute continuity of the stable foliation provides us with
the following bound which is essential for the existence of the unstable measure:
Lemma 6.8. Let A Ă Lu be an open non-empty set with compact closure inside the
unstable leaf Lu. Then, given any non-empty open set B with compact closure inside
an unstable leaf such that there exists a stable holonomy map hs : FcB Ñ FcA, then
the sequence
volpfnpFcBqq
volpfnpFcAqq
where n P N, is bounded by some constant C ą 0.
Proof of Lemma 6.8. Given a stable holonomy map hs : hspFcBq Ñ FcA, the map
hsn “ f
n ˝ hs ˝ f´n : fnpFcBq Ñ fnpFcAq
is also a stable holonomy map, and its stable projection distance clearly goes to 0
as nÑ `8. Then Theorem 5 implies that
volphsnpf
n
F
cBqq ě inf | Jacphsnq| volpf
n
F
cBq
and that inf | Jacphsnq| converges to 1. Trivially volph
s
npf
nFcBqq ď volpfnFcAq and
we deduce that the sequence
volpfnpFcBqq
volpfnpFcAqq
is bounded. 
The following corollary is a direct implication of Lemma 6.7 and guarantees that
we can cover every non-empty open set B with compact closure inside an unstable
leaf by finitely many sets such that each of their Fc-saturates are sent by stable
holonomy maps inside FcA. This fact allows us to define later the measure for any
such B.
Corollary 6.9. Let A be an open non-empty set with compact closure inside an
unstable leaf. For any open non-empty set B with compact closure inside an unstable
leaf Lu there exist sets B1, . . . , Bk inside the unstable leaf L
u such that for every
1 ď i ď k there exists a stable holonomy map hs which sends FcBi inside F
cA.
The following corollary is necessary for the proof of the expansivity of the measure:
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Corollary 6.10. Let A be as in Lemma 6.9 and ρ ą 0 as given by Lemma 6.7.
For any open non-empty set B with compact closure inside an unstable leaf there
exists n ą 0 such that there exists a stable holonomy map hs which sends f´npFcBq
inside FcA, with stable projection distance less than ρ.
Proof of Corollary 6.9. Lemma 6.7 implies that there exists ǫ ą 0 for A such that
any unstable disk Du of radius ǫ is mapped into FcA by a stable holonomy map
of stable projection distance less than ρ. For n large enough, f´npBq is contained
inside an unstable disk of radius ǫ. 
6.3. Proof of Theorem 2.
6.3.1. Construction of the family of measures. Now we can start defining the prin-
cipal objects for the proof of Theorem 2: denote by CcpL
uq the set of continuous
functions φ : Lu Ñ R with compact support. Denote with C`c pL
uq the subset of
non-negative continuous functions with compact non-empty support endowed with
the supremum norm }φ}. Define the sets
Cc :“
 
φ
ˇˇ
DLu P Fu such that φ P CcpL
uq
(
,
C`c :“
 
φ
ˇˇ
DLu P Fu such that φ P C`c pL
uq
(
.
Define the set
L :“
 
G : Cc Ñ R
ˇˇ
for all Lu P Fu : G|CcpLuq is a positive linear functional.
(
.
The set L can be embedded into
ś
φPC`c
Rφ by the evaluation map G ÞÑ
ś
Gpφq.
We can see the injectivity of this embedding as follows: consider G,H P L which
are equal for all non-negative functions φ P C`c , Gpφq “ Hpφq. Every function
φ P Cc can be written as the difference of two non-negative functions, hence, the
linearity of G,H implies that Gpφq “ Hpφq for all φ P Cc, so we have G “ H .
The infinite product
ś
φPC`c
Rφ is a locally convex topological vector space, en-
dowed with the product topology.
The next step is the principal difference between Margulis’ original construction
and our adaptation. Symmetrically to Lemma 6.3, we have the following:
Lemma 6.11. Each stable leaf Lu intersects each center leaf Lc P FcpLuq in exactly
one point.
Thanks to that we can extend for every Lu P Fu every function φ P CcpL
uq to
a function φ˜ on FcpLuq constant along every center leaf. More precisely, we have
φ˜pzq “ φpzq for all z P Lu and φ˜pzq “ φ˜pz1q for every z1 P Lcz. The new support
inside FcpLuq is then the Fc-saturation of supppφq and therefore also compact.
From now on we fix an open non-empty set A Ă Lu0 with compact closure inside
Lu0 and a function φ0 P CcpL
u
0 q such that supppφ0q Ą A and φ0 ě χA.
With the help of these preliminary definitions and results we can now start to
construct the family of unstable measures:
define a “normalized integral with respect to volume” for all Lu P Fu
H : CcpL
uq ÞÑ R, Hpφq “
ş
φ˜d volş
φ˜0d vol
and the subset
L0 :“
 
G P L
ˇˇ
Gpφ0q “ 1
(
.
We have H P L0. Now define the following map
Φ : L0 Ñ L0, ΦpGqpφq “
Gpφ ˝ f´1q
Gpφ0 ˝ f´1q
for all φ P Cc.
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By induction it is easily proved that
ΦnpGqpφq “
Gpφ ˝ f´nq
Gpφ0 ˝ f´nq
for all φ P Cc, n ě 0.
Lemma 6.12. The map Φ is continuous (with respect to the product topology).
Proof of Lemma 6.12. For L0 Ă
ś
Rφ a basis of the product topology is given by
the sets U Ă L0 of functionals G such that there exists finitely many functions
φi P C
`
c , i “ 1, . . . ,m and open intervals Ii, i “ 1, . . .m such that Gpφiq P Ii,
i.e. U :“
 
G P L0
ˇˇ
Gpφiq P Ii
(
. So, let U Ă L0 be an open set. The set Φ
´1U :“ 
G
ˇˇ
ΦpGq P U
(
“
 
G
ˇˇ
ΦpGqpφiq P Ii
(
is then equal to
 
G
ˇˇ
Gpφi ˝ f
´1q P pGpφ0 ˝ f
´1qqIi
(
.
The functions φi ˝ f
´1 are obviously functions inside C`c , and pGpφ0 ˝ f
´1qq is a
constant, so pGpφ0 ˝ f
´1qqIi is still an open interval. Hence, the set 
G
ˇˇ
Gpφi ˝ f
´1q P pGpφ0 ˝ f
´1qqIi
(
is an open set in the product topology. 
Consider ΦnpHq for n ě 0. Then we can show that for all n ě 0 the functionals
ΦnpHq are contained in a compact subset of L0:
Lemma 6.13. For every non-zero φ P C`c there exist constants cpφq, Cpφq ą 0
such that for all n ě 0 it is
ΦnpHq P
ź
φPC`c
rcpφq, Cpφqs.
Proof of Lemma 6.13. Consider φ P C`c pL
uq and δ ą 0 such that the open set
B :“
 
z P Lu0
ˇˇ
φ0pzq ą δ
(
is nonempty. The support of φ is a compact set with non-
empty interior inside Lu. Applying Lemma 6.7 to the set B we fix ǫ ą 0 associated
to B. By Corollary 6.9 we find finitely many unstable disks Dui , i “ 1, . . . , k of
radius ă ǫ inside Lu whose union cover supppφq. Then we get for any n ě 0 that
ż
φ˜ ˝ f´nd vol ď volpFcpfn supppφqqq }φ} ď
kÿ
i“1
volpFcfnDui q }φ} .
Applying Lemma 6.8 to B and the sets Dui we get for n ě 0ż
φ˜ ˝ f´nd vol ď Ck volpfnpFcBqq }φ} .
Note that
ş
φ˜0 ˝ f
´nd vol ě δ volpfnpFcBqq, hence
ΦnpHqpφq “
ş
φ˜ ˝ f´nd volş
φ˜0 ˝ f´nd vol
.
ď
Ck
δ
}φ} “: Cpφq.
Exchanging the roles of φ and φ0 we can construct in the same way a lower bound
cpφq. 
As
ś
φrcpφq, Cpφqs is a convex compact set, for all k ě 0 the convex hull coněkpΦ
npHqq
is also contained inside
ś
φrcpφq, Cpφqs and its closure Ck :“ coněkpΦ
npHqq is a
convex compact set.
This implies that the intersection C8 :“
Ş
kě0 Ck is also a convex compact set.
Lemma 6.14. For every k ě 0 we have ΦpCkq Ă Ck.
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Proof of Lemma 6.14. Consider G “
řm
i“0 ciΦ
nipHq with ni ě k and
řm
i“0 ci “ 1.
The element G lies inside coněkpΦ
npHqq. We will show by direct calculation that
ΦpGq lies inside coněk`1pΦ
npHqq. Let φ P Cc.
ΦpGpφqq “ Φp
mÿ
i“0
ciΦ
nipHqqpφq “
řm
i“0 ciΦ
nipHqpφ ˝ f´1qřm
i“0 ciΦ
nipHqpφ0 ˝ f´1q
“
řm
i“0 ciΦ
ni`1pHqpφqřm
i“0 ciΦ
ni`1pHqpφ0q
.
So ΦpGq is a finite convex combination with ni ` 1 ě k ` 1 for i “ 0, . . . ,m andřm
i“0 ciřm
i“0 ciΦ
ni`1pHqpφ0q
“ 1
because
řm
i“0 ciΦ
ni`1pHqpφ0q “ 1 by definition ofH . Thus, ΦpGq P coněk`1pΦ
npHqq.
Utilizing the continuity of Φ we can conclude. 
Lemma 6.15. Every element G P C8 is holonomy invariant, that is, for any
pair φ, ψ P C`c such that φ˜ “ ψ˜ ˝ h
s, for some stable holonomy map hs, we have
Gpφq “ Gpψq.
Proof of Lemma 6.15. Let G P C8. Then for every neighborhood U of G there
exists N ě 0 such that
řm
i“0 ciΦ
nipHq with ni ě N lies inside U . Let φ, ψ P C
`
c
such that φ˜ “ ψ˜ ˝ hs. Then we prove the following claim:
Claim 6.16. For every ǫ ą 0 there exists N ě 0 such thatż
φ˜ ˝ f´nd vol´
ż
ψ˜ ˝ f´nd vol ď ǫ
ż
φ˜0 ˝ f
´nd vol
for n ě N .
Proof of Claim 6.16. The map hsn “ f
n ˝ hs ˝ f´n is also a holonomy map and
φ˜ ˝ f´n “ ψ˜ ˝ f´n ˝ hsn. The claim is a direct implication of the absolute continuity
and Lemma 6.8: ş
φ˜ ˝ f´nd vol´
ş
ψ˜ ˝ f´nd volş
φ˜0 ˝ f´nd vol
ď sup | Jacphsnq ´ 1|
ş
ψ˜ ˝ f´nd volş
φ˜0 ˝ f´nd vol
.
The fraction
ş
ψ˜˝f´nd volş
φ˜0˝f´nd vol
for n ě 0 is bounded because the functions ψ and φ0 are
bounded and the fraction for their supports is bounded by C ą 1 associated to A
by Lemma 6.8. The jacobian of hsn tends to 1 with nÑ 8, as seen in the proof of
Lemma 6.8, therefore there exists N ě 0 such that the claim is proved. 
Hence, for every ǫ ą 0 we can find a neighborhood U of G such that G1pφq, G1pψq
lie in small open intervals for G1 P U and such that
řm
i“0 ciΦ
nipHq with ni ě N
lies inside U and with the Claim above we get:ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ
mÿ
i“0
ciΦ
nipHqpφq ´
mÿ
i“0
ciΦ
nipHqpψq
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ ă ǫ for ni ě N.
So we can conclude that Gpφq “ Gpψq, and G is therefore holonomy invariant. 
The following fixed point theorem holds in our context:
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Theorem 6 (Tychonov, Schauder). Let X be a locally convex topological vector
space and ∅ ‰ E Ă F Ă X with compact E and convex F . Then every continuous
f : F Ñ E has a fixed point.
Applying this theorem to Φ : C8 Ñ C8 we can conclude that there exists L P C8
such that ΦpLq “ L. By the Riesz representation theorem (cp Theorem 2.14 in
[Rud87]) there exists an isomorphism between the space of positive linear function-
als on CcpL
uq and the space of positive regular Borel measures on Lu. Therefore
we can map L|CcpLuq for every L
u P Fu to a positive regular Borel measure µLu on
Lu. The family tµLuuLuPFu is then the family of measures we searched for.
6.3.2. Properties of the family of measures. To complete the proof of Theorem 2
we still have to prove the last properties, namely, that tµLuu is expanding and
every measure µLu non-atomic. For this purpose define θ ą 0 for φ0 such that
φpxq ą θ on an open set and denote this set by B0. Further, denote the forward
iterates fkpB0q by Bk. For the proof of the expansivity we need then the following
proposition:
Proposition 6.17. For every n ě 0 and δ ą 0 there exists k ě 0, disjoint open
sets Ui Ă Bk and holonomy maps h
s
i : F
cUi Ñ F
cLu0 whose stable projection
distance is less than δ and thsi pF
cUiqu covers the saturated support supppφ˜0q Ă
FcLu0 . Further, for all center leaves L Ă supppφ˜0q there exist n disjoint center
leaves L1 P F
cUj1 , . . . , Ln P F
cUjn such that h
s
ji
pLiq “ L for i “ 1, . . . , n.
Proof of Proposition 6.17. Fix an arbitrary n ě 0 and δ ą 0. Choose n disjoint
unstable disks Dui Ă B1 with i “ 1, . . . , n. Applying Corollary 6.10 to the support
supppφ0q and every unstable disk D
u
i we find ρ ą 0 such that for large N ě 0, there
are stable holonomy maps hsi with stable projection distance less than ρ, such that
f´N supppφ0q is contained in a sufficiently small unstable disk D
u
0 Ă f
´NLu0 and
consequently sent inside FcDui , i.e. h
s
i pf
´N supppφ˜0qq Ă F
cDui . So we get that the
support supppφ˜0q is sent by a holonomy map h
s
i inside f
NpFcDui q for i “ 1, . . . , n
which are disjoint sets inside FcBN`1. There are constants C, λ ą 0 such that the
stable projection distance between supppφ˜0q and f
NpFcDui q by the holonomy map
fN ˝ hsi ˝ f
´N is less than Ce´λNρ. By choosing N sufficiently big, we get a stable
projection distance less than δ. Define the images hsi pF
cDuq as FcUi lying inside
FcBN`1. Further, we have that ph
s
i q
´1pFcUiq cover supppφ˜0q and therefore F
cB0.
Every center leaf L Ă FcB0 is covered by n sets F
cUi and has therefore n disjoint
preimages inside FcBN`1. By chosing k “ N ` 1 and U1, . . . Un as constructed
above we prove the Lemma. 
Lemma 6.18. There exists α ą 1 and k P N such that for all n ě k we have
ΦnpHqpφ0 ˝ f
´kq ą α.
Proof of Lemma 6.18. Recall that supppφ0q Ă L
u
0 . Define
B0 :“ tx P L
u
0 | pφ0 ˝ f
´nqpxq ą θu and Bk :“ f
kB0 for k ě 0 as above. We fix
N ą 2maxφ0
θ
. Proposition 6.17 implies the existence of k and by choosing δ ą 0
small enough we can guarantee that Jacphsi q ą 1{2 for i “ 1, . . . , N . This implies
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Lemma 6.18 as follows:ż
φ˜0 ˝ f
´n´kd vol |Lcu ě ǫ volpF
cBn`kq
ě ǫ
Nÿ
i“1
volpFcUiq
ą
ǫ
2
Nÿ
i“1
volphsi pF
cUiqq
ě
ǫ
2
N volpsupppφ˜0qq.
Dividing by
ş
φ˜0 ˝ f
´kd vol we get
ş
φ˜0 ˝ f
´n´kd volş
φ˜0 ˝ f´nd vol
ě
ǫN volpsupppφ˜0 ˝ f
´nqq
2 }φ0} volpsupppφ˜0 ˝ f´nqq
.
The choice of N then directly finishes the proof. 
Now we can quite directly deduce that the measure family is expanding under f .
Lemma 6.19. There exists β ą 1 such that µLupfpCqq “ βµLupCq for every
non-empty open set C Ă Lu and every Lu P Fu.
Proof of Lemma 6.19. The existence of a constant β is clear: the functional L is a
fixed point of Φ, therefore we have
ΦpLqpφq “
Lpφ ˝ f´1q
Lpφ0 ˝ f´1q
“ Lpφq for all φ P Cc,
and naturally also ΦkLpφq “ Lpφq for k ě 0. So, it is β :“ Lpφ0 ˝ f
´1q and
βk “ Lpφ0 ˝ f
´kq. Therefore we only need to prove that β ą 1.
For that it suffices to show that there exists k P N such that Lpφ0 ˝ f
´kq ą 1.
As L P C8, for every neighborhood U of L there exists n such that the element
ΦnpHq P U . Accordingly, Lemma 6.18 straightforwardly implies Lemma 6.19. 
Now we can finally prove the last property which is an easy consequence of the
minimality of the center stable foliation and the holonomy invariance of tµLuu:
Corollary 6.20. For every unstable leaf Lu P Fu the measure µLu constructed
above is non-atomic.
Proof. Assume there exists Lu P Fu and y P Lu such that µLuptyuq ą 0. The
family of measures is expanding under f , therefore, every point fnpyq for n ě 0 is
also an atom with a positive measure βnµLuptyuq. Consequently, there exists N
such that µfNLup
 
fN pyq
(
q ą 1.
Fix ǫ ą 0 associated to our setA Ă Lu0 given by Lemma 6.7 and considerD
upfNpyq, ǫq,
then there exist a subset CN of A and a holonomy map h
s such that FcCN “
hsN pF
cDupfN pyq, ǫqq and their measures are consequently equal:
µLu
0
pCN q “ µfNLupD
upfN pyq, ǫqq. It is clear that CN as a subset of A and so
µfNLupD
upfN pyq, ǫqq have a measure smaller or equal 1. Accordingly, we get a
contradiction by the fact that µfNLupD
upfNpyq, ǫqq ą dNµfNLup
 
fN pyq
(
q ą 1 
We have now established a holonomy invariant family of non-atomic Borel measures
µLu which are expanding under f , so the proof of Theorem 2 is finished.
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6.3.3. A final property. We can also show the following property of our family of
measures tµLuu which will be useful in the following Section 7:
Corollary 6.21. The measure µLupD
upx,Rqq of any unstable disk of radius R ą 0
tends to infinity for RÑ8.
The corollary is quite directly implied by the following slight generalization of
Lemma 6.7:
Lemma 6.22. For any R ą 0 there exist ǫ ą 0 and ρ ą 0 such that for any disk
DupRq of radius R and any disk Dupǫq of radius ǫ there exists a stable holonomy
map hs which maps Fc pDupǫqq into Fc pDupRqq such that the stable projection
distance is strictly less than ρ ą 0.
Proof of Lemma 6.22. Fix an arbitrarily chosen R ą 0. By Lemma 6.7 we have
the following: for any unstable disk DupRq there exists ǫ ą 0 and ρ ą 0 with the
properties above. We have to prove that ǫ, ρ ą 0 can be chosen independently of
the set DupRq, depending only on the radius R ą 0. But this is just a consequence
of the compactness of the manifold M . 
Now we can prove the Corollary in the following way:
Proof of Corollary 6.21. Choose R ą 0. We fix ǫpRq ą 0 given by Lemma 6.22 and
an unstable disk Dupǫq Ă Lu0 which has certainly positive measure µLu0 pD
upǫqq ą
0. Then consider an arbitrarily chosen unstable disk Dupx,NRq centered at x of
radius NR with N P N. Then Dupx,NRq contains at least N disjoint unstable
disks Dupxi, Rq, i “ 1, . . . , N of radius R centered at points xi P D
upx,NRq. By
Lemma 6.22 the disk Dupǫq is mapped into Dupxi, Rq by stable holonomy, and the
holonomy-invariance of our measure implies
µLupD
upx,NRqq ą
Nÿ
i“1
µLupD
upxi, Rqq ě N ˚ µLu
0
pDupǫqq.
Accordingly, if N goes to infinity, the measure µLupD
upx,NRqq also goes to infinity.

6.4. Margulis measure. For the classification of partially hyperbolic diffeomor-
phisms with a one-dimensional unstable direction we do not need a complete Mar-
gulis measure. But as we have already constructed the family of unstable measures
it is quite easy to complete the construction obtaining the complete Margulis mea-
sure. Accordingly, we give here a sketch of the proof. A family of measures tµLsu
on the stable leaves are constructed in the exact symmetric way as the family of
unstable measures tµLuu above exchanging f
´1 by f . This family is by construc-
tion invariant under the center unstable holonomy hu and contracted by f by a
constant 0 ă γ ă 1. It is left to prove that γ “ β´1. With these two family of
measures we can construct a complete f -invariant measure µ on M by taking the
local product of the measures: let Ui be a F
c-saturated product neighborhood as
defined at the beginning and define µUi on Ui as follows for any non-empty open
Fc-saturated set A ĂM with compact closure:
µUipAq “
ż
Fs
loc
pLq
µLupAX F
u
locpL
1qqdµLspL
1q.
To assure the well definedness of this measure we have to show that L1 ÞÑ µLupAX
FulocpL
1qq is a measurable map. This local measure can then be canonically extended
to the whole M .
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Remark 6.23. 1. Looking at the ingredients for the construction of the family
tµLuu you recognize that there are three principal: given two foliations F ,G
transverse to each other it is necessary for a family of measures on leaves of F
that the local holonomy along leaves of G is absolutely continuous. Further,
G must be a minimal foliation. So, if the stable foliation is minimal for a
partially hyperbolic C2 diffeomorphism with a compact center with trivial
holonomy, then we can in an analogous way construct a family of measures on
the center unstable leaves invariant by the strong stable holonomy. You can
think of many other dynamics which fulfill these three assumptions allowing
an adaptation of the proof above.
2. While certainly quite technical because of the use of local holonomy covers
we think that it is nevertheless possible to adapt the proof for the finite
holonomy setting.
6.5. Induced measure on the quotient space. Under the hypothesis of this
chapter, the quotient space π : M Ñ M{Fc of the compact center foliation with
trivial holonomy is a topological manifold. The family tµLuu of measures can be
seen as a family of measures tµLuu on the quotient space such that µLu has its
support on the unstable leaf πLcu: every measure µLu is defined on an unstable
leaf of the unstable foliation in M{Fc induced by the center unstable foliation
Fcu via π. In the same way, we obtain a measure family µLs on the stable leaves
obtained by projecting the stable measure family onto M{Fc. As the complete
measure µ is defined for Fc-saturated sets we can directly project it to a measure
on the quotient space M{Fc.
Remark 6.24. Oxtoby and Ulam showed in [OU41] that any Borel measure on In,
the n-dimensional cube, is topologically equivalent to the n-dimensional Lebesgue-
Borel measure if and only if it is everywhere positive (that is, positive for non-empty
open sets), non-atomic, normalized and vanishes on the boundary. Hence, especially
in the case that the unstable bundle is one-dimensional, then every measure µLu
restricted to an open interval is topologically equivalent to Lebesgue λ, that is, for
every x there exists a homeomorphism h such that h˚pλq “ µLu .
Conjecture 6.25. Under the hypothesis of Theorem 2 it is not difficult to see that
the induced F -invariant measure µ on the leaf spaceM{Fc is an ergodic measure for
the induced quotient dynamics F . We conjecture that it is the entropy maximizing
measure for F being constructed as Margulis measure.
7. Quotient dynamics is conjugate to hyperbolic torus automorphism
In this section we follow more or less the proof by Hiraide ([Hir01]) of Franks’ The-
orem ([Fra70]). So, we refer the interested reader for details to the original proof
and enlist here only the main steps ensuring that the lack of differentiability on
the quotient space does not create any problems for us. We also would like to cite
[Gog11] who adapts the same proof to his setting.
Franks’ Theorem states that any transitive Anosov diffeomorphism with a one-
dimensional unstable (or stable) direction is conjugate to a hyperbolic torus auto-
morphism. We establish this statement for the induced dynamics on the quotient
space of a compact center foliation with trivial holonomy where the induced un-
stable foliation is one-dimensional. The quotient space is a priori a topological
manifold, and the induced dynamics is a homeomorphism.
Hence, we show the following theorem:
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Theorem 7.1. Let f : M Ñ M be a partially hyperbolic C8-diffeomorphism
with an f -invariant uniformly compact center foliation. Assume that Eu is one-
dimensional and oriented. Then F :M{Fc ÑM{Fc is topologically conjugate to a
hyperbolic toral automorphism and M{Fc is homeomorphic to a codimFc-torus.
Theorem 7.1 implies our main Theorem 1 in the following way: let f be as in
Theorem 7.1 but only C1. Using the result of the structural stability of F proved
in [BB12] we can perturbe f to obtain a partially hyperbolic C8-diffeomorphism g.
Its center foliation Fcg is then leafwise conjugate to the center foliation F
c
f and so
are F and G. The induced dynamics G is by Theorem 7.1 conjugate to a hyperbolic
toral autormophism, and so is the induced dynamics F which proves Theorem 1.
Remark 7.2. We know by Theorems 3 and 4 that the center foliation in the setting
of Theorem 7.1 has only trivial holonomy and that therefore the leaf space M{Fc
is a compact topological manifold. The center-unstable and center-stable foliations
inM projects to transverse stable and unstable topological foliations inM{Fc. We
recall that the map F is shown to be expansive and transitive on the leaf space
M{Fc, and it has the (unique) pseudo-orbit tracing property.
The projected measure family tµLuu introduced in the section above consists of
non-atomic measures µLu defined on the one-dimensional unstable leaves, positive
on non-empty open sets, hence, they are all topologically equivalent to the Lebesgue
measure.
For the definition of the covering map we need the constructed unstable measure
µLu to be infinite if and only if an interval inside L
u is unbounded. This is a direct
consequence of the construction of the measure and of Corollary 6.21:
Corollary 7.3. For any Lu P Fu we have µLupIq “ 8 if and only if I Ă L
u is an
unbounded interval.
Hiraide’s proof is divided into four main steps:
1. Every stable manifold Ls is homeomorphic to Rs, s “ dimFs, and every
unstable manifold Lu to R. Assuming that p P M{Fc is a fixed point of F ,
we show that Lsp ˆ L
u
p “ R
s`1 is a universal cover of M{Fc.
2. The fundamental group π1pM{F
cq is isomorphic to Zm for some m P N.
3. The lifted map F˜ of F on the universal cover Lsp ˆ L
u
p is topologically con-
jugate to a linear hyperbolic map A P GLpm,Zq.
4. Finally, we can conclude that this topological conjugacy descends to a topo-
logical conjugacy between F and the hyperbolic toral automorphism φA
induced by A establishing a homeomorphism between M{Fc and Tm “
Rm{Zm as well (what implies that m “ s` 1).
We only give the proof of the first step (Lemma 7.4 below) as the remaining coincides
with Hiraide’s proof in [Hir01]. Before stating the Lemma, we need some formalism:
we have a uniform local product structure onM{Fc given by the induced transverse
stable and unstable foliations, so there exists a cover of product neighborhoods U
such that we have well defined local holonomy homeomorphism hu : I Ñ J for any
I Ă Lu1 , J Ă L
u
2 with I, J Ă U defined by z P I ÞÑ L
s
locpzq X J . We call any finite
composition of local holonomy homeomorphisms a holonomy homeomorphism.
We may assume that F : M{Fc Ñ M{Fc has a fixed point p: in any case as a
consequence of the Shadowing Lemma it has a periodic point p such that Fnppq “
p, so we could prove the statement for G :“ Fn. Then Fn is conjugate to a
hyperbolic toral automorphism, and F is therefore homotopic to a hyperbolic toral
automorphism. As the fixed point index is a homotopy invariant, we can conclude
that F has a fixed point.
Therefore, let p P M{Fc be a fixed point for F . We have dimFu “ 1 and - as
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Eu in M is oriented - we may fix a direction on arcs of Fu. We will construct the
simply connected cover for M{Fc as Lup ˆ L
s
p which is homeomorphic to R
q with
q “ codimFc. Let px, yq P Lup ˆ L
s
p. For any x P L
u
p we denote by rp, xs the arc
inside Lup with end points p and x and for any z P L
u
y by ry, zs the arc inside L
u
y
with end points y and z.
Lemma 7.4. The manifold M{Fc has a universal cover
πp : L
u
p ˆ L
s
p ÑM{F
c
where πppx, yq “ z such that µLuprp, xsq “ µLupry, zsq and the orientation from p to
x is consistent with the orientation from y to z. Further, Lup ˆL
s
p is homeomorphic
to Rq where q “ codimFc.
Proof of Lemma 7.4. The most important step in the construction of the universal
cover is the proof that the map πp is well-defined. This is done with the help of the
family of measures µLu on the unstable leaves. The family of measures is invariant
under the holonomy homeomorphisms hu. By the minimality of the foliations it is
then implied that for any px, yq P Lup ˆ L
s
p that we can map via holonomy a local
unstable segment around x onto a local unstable segment around y. Therefore there
exists a point z P Luy such that
µLu prp, xsq “ µLu pry, zsq
and the orientation from p to x is consistent with the orientation from y to z. This
point is unique as the measure µLu is non-atomic and positive on any non-empty
open interval, accordingly, if there would be two points z1 ă z2 in L
u
y it would
follow µLupry, z2s r ry, z1sq “ µLuppz1, z2sq “ 0 and hence, z1 “ z2. Further, every
unbounded arc I has the measure µLupIq “ 8 as we showed in Corollary 7.3.
Therefore the map πp : L
uppqˆLsppq ÑM is well-defined by px, yq ÞÑ πppx, yq “ z
such that µLu prp, xsq “ µLu pry, πppx, yqsq.
Surjectivity: let z P M . As the stable and unstable manifold through z is dense
we find a point y P Lsp X L
u
z . We have also L
s
z X L
u
p ‰ ∅. By moving the interval
ry, zs Ă Luy via holonomy along the stable foliation to L
u
p , we can define x P L
u
p
such that µLuprp, xsq “ µLupry, zsq.
Continuity: the point πp ppx, yqq is contained in a product neighborhood and as
µLu is holonomy invariant we can conclude that πp px, yq P L
spxq X Lupyq and πp
is continuous (as the canonical coordinates are continuous). Covering: let z P
M and N Ă M be a product neighborhood for z, N “ Buǫ pzq ˆ B
s
ǫ pzq then for
ǫ ą 0 sufficiently small there are several disjoint stable sets Is Ă Lsp such that
Is Ă L
s
p X F
upBsǫ pzqq which are all homeomorphic to B
s
ǫ pzq by holonomy. These
correspond to disjoint unstable segments Iu Ă Lup . So the set π
´1
p pNq is a union of
disjoint sets homeomorphic to N .
Further, Lup ˆ L
s
p is homeomorphic to R ˆ R
q´1 as they are stable and unstable
leaves, and so the cover is simply connected. It can be concluded that the map
πp : L
u
p ˆ L
s
p ÑM{F
c is a universal cover for M{Fc. 
The remaining three steps to conclude the proof follow exactly Hiraide’s proof in
[Hir01] and are restated with details and the notation as above in [Boh11]. To keep
this article self-explanatory we sketch the following steps of the proof: we have
established Lup ˆL
s
p as a universal cover of M{F
c which is homemorphic to Rq. We
now show that the fundamental group π1pM{F
cq is homeomorphic to Zm for some
m P N which is a priori not q.
Lemma 7.5. The fundamental group π1pM{F
cq is homeomorphic to Zm for some
m P N.
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Proof of Lemma 7.5. The fundamental group π1pM{F
cq is isomorphic to the group
of all covering transformations α : Lup ˆ L
s
p Ñ L
u
p ˆ L
s
p, i.e. πp ˝ α “ πp. We
identify both groups in this proof. For x P Lup we denote by α˜pxq P L
u
p the first
coordinate of αppx, yqq for any y P Lsp. It follows that µLupIq “ µLupα˜pIqq for any
arc I Ă Lup as µLu is holonomy invariant. So, α˜ : L
u
p Ñ L
u
p is a translation of
R and
 
α˜
ˇˇ
α P π1pM{F
cq
(
is a free abelian group. Now take α˜ as identity and
q P Lup . Then πp : tqu ˆL
s
p Ñ L
s
p is a covering map and as L
s
p is simply connected,
α is the identity. Accordingly, we can conclude that π1pM{F
cq is isomorphic to 
α˜
ˇˇ
α P π1pM{F
cq
(
which is isomorphic to Zm for some m P N. 
The following fact is quite immediatly implied by the minimality of the stable and
unstable foliation:
Lemma 7.6. The set
Ť
αPπ1pM{Fcq
α˜ppq is dense in Lup .
Now we define a map F˜ :“ F |Lup ˆ F |Lsp induced by F on the universal cover and
show that F˜ is conjugate to a hyperbolic linear map A P GLpm,Zq. The induced
map F˜# on the fundamental group is linear. This fact together with Lemma 7.6
implies that the map F˜ is a linear expanding map on the first coordinate, so there
exists 0 ă λ ă 1 such that µLupF˜ pIqq “ λ
´1µLupIq. The fundamental group
π1pM{F
cq is isomorphic by an isomorphism φ to Zm. So we can define a map
A : Zm Ñ Zm by A :“ φ´1 ˝ F˜# ˝ φ.
The next stept is the construction of a topological conjugacy H between F˜ and A.
This can be done as following: recall that F has the unique orbit tracing property.
By pulling back the metric from M{F to the universal cover one can show that
the map F˜ has also the unique pseudo orbit tracing property with respect to this
pullback metric. Then we construct a bijection Φ between the lattice Zm of Rm to
the lattice π´1p ppq of L
u
p ˆ L
s
p by taking Φpαp0qq “ φpαqpp, pq. Now we consider an
orbit
 
Aiz
(
for some z P Rm. Then there exists a constant c ą 0 and a sequence
of points zi P Z
m such that zi is at a distance less than c from A
iz. The sequence
Φpziq is then a η-pseudo orbit of F˜ for some η ą 0, and we can find consequently
δ ą 0 and a point px, yq P LupˆL
s
p such that the orbit F˜
ipx, yq δ-shadows the pseudo
orbit Φpziq. So we define H : R
m Ñ Lup ˆ L
s
p by Hpzq “ px, yq. The map H is
a semi conjugacy between A and F . It remains to prove the continuity of H and
that there is a continuous inverse. This is done by mapping a point z P Rm onto
the unique point px, yq P Lup ˆ L
s
p which is the shadowing orbit of
 
Aix
(
.
Up to now, the map A is known to be linear, so we have to show that A is in fact
hyperbolic.
Lemma 7.7. The linear map A as defined above is hyperbolic.
Proof of Lemma 7.7. Suppose that A is not hyperbolic. Then there exists a point
z P Rmr t0u such that }Az} “ }z}. Hence, the whole orbit
 
Aiz
(
is bounded. This
implies that the orbit
!
F˜ iHpzq
)
is also bounded. But then it is Hpzq “ pp, pq and
therefore z “ 0 contradicting the assumption. 
Thanks to the hyperbolicity of A we can construct an inverse of H by repeating
the same procedure above for the map A instead of F˜ . We obtain a continuous
map H 1 and show that it is the inverse of H . Consequently, the dimensions of
Rm and Lup ˆ L
s
p must be equal, so it is m “ q, and the conjugacy H on the
universal cover decends directly to a topological conjugacy h from Tq to M{Fc
between F and the hyperbolic toral automorphism induced by A. This finishes the
proof.
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